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ABSTRACT
Digital Citizenship Tools for Cause-Based Campaigns: A Broadened Spectrum of Social
Media Engagement and Participation-Scale Methodology develops and applies two new tools
for understanding, measuring, and recursively adjusting small to medium-size social mediabased philanthropic campaigns to better foster participation and engagement—in other words,
democratic digital citizenship. First, a theoretical model is offered broadening current binary
conceptions of success and failure or impact of campaigns, situating specific participant actions
in social media on a spectrum. Then, from that model, a new methodology is provided to
measure participation and engagement generated by campaign posts. Recommendations are also
offered for recursively adjusting campaign posts to better foster democratic digital citizenship.
These tools were developed from data generated by #TheFaceOffChallenge, a research
project representative of a typical small to medium-size cause-based campaign.
#TheFaceOffChallenge also serves as a sample for analysis illustrating how to use these tools.
While explicating these tools, this dissertation explores a broad range of topics related to better
understanding democratic digital citizenship: online philanthropy, awareness, and digital
activism; viral and memetic transmission; tensions between consumption and creation of ideas,
content, and knowledge; public(s), counterpublics, and counter-efforts; literacies and access for
engagement and participation in algorithmic environments; and visual communication and
semiotics.
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This dissertation is first and foremost dedicated to digital citizens in general and all of the
issues they care about. My hope is that the knowledge generated from this research will further
their efforts making the world a better place.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
“Netizen,” a portmanteau combining the words internet and citizen coined by Hauben
and Hauben (1997) in the 1990s introduced the utopian view that the internet would support a
new landscape where all people would have an equal and effective voice in public issues. More
recent scholars such as Jenkins (2009a; 2009b) have developed and complicated this concept,
further explicating factors such as consumption, access, and corporate influence that confound
the utopian potential of true netizenship. Instead, digital citizenship is characterized by a
“prosumer” model where people produce while consuming online content and ideas. Digital
citizenship, a term I employ to describe the evolving ways netizens act as citizens of various
communities digitally, spans a spectrum of meaningful to trite participation. Critics such as
Gladwell (2010) have argued that often digital citizenship actions such as liking and sharing are
simply “slacktivism,” or rather offer very little activist value and instead function predominantly
as identity-building maneuvers. Other scholars such as Shifman (2014) highlighted seemingly
trivial online actions such as internet virals and memes, popular humorous visual and video
content, as meaningful and evolving netizen activity. In alignment with Shifman and Jenkins, I
view online memetic activity (when people amend and circulate content, however slightly—
further defined in Chapter three), as a gateway inviting digital citizenship and netizen activity;
however, ideas and actions are greatly influenced by positions of power, often corporate or
conglomerate involvement that supply value, publishing platforms, tools, and funding in
exchange for the opportunity to plant their ideas in what is circulated and how it is circulated.
This dissertation was initially inspired by the significant popularity, resonance, and
diverse uses of the awareness ribbon—the symbolic, colored, looped fabric ribbons and related
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digital images representing support for various social causes, many of which are health-,
lifestyle-, and community-related. Specifically, the focus of this research was on the pink ribbon
for breast cancer awareness because of its ubiquity, which made it ripe for study. However, this
dissertation also briefly examines the history of awareness ribbons and ribbons representing
other causes in order to theoretically establish the awareness ribbon as a viral and memetic text
in the ways it circulates and transforms across social networks, as well as how it functions as a
genre for digital citizenship, philanthropy, dialogue about social causes, and corporate social
responsibility. (Again, the distinctions between a viral and meme will be more clearly defined
and discussed later in Chapter three.) This dissertation was also influenced by the emerging use
of internet memes for serious purposes, the slacktivism/activism debate regarding the effect of
digital philanthropy campaigns, and the criticisms of the breast cancer movement. This project
then distributed and tracked a research-based digital citizenship campaign,
#TheFaceOffChallenge, which was aimed at supplementing the existing breast cancer cause by
introducing new ideas and leaving gaps and explicit invitation for netizen participation.
Ultimately, the project resulted in the development of a broadened spectrum of engagement and
participation-scale methodology in order to assign more appropriate and graduated value to and
measure the elusive actions of participation in digital citizenship. This project offers a muchneeded effort to build knowledge in the fields of digital humanities, writing and rhetoric, and
communication.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and year after year communities are flooded
with pink ribbons, the familiar symbol highlighting the need for grassroots support to cure breast
cancer. Drawing from philanthropic aspects of the early yellow and red awareness ribbons in
support of national military efforts and AIDS, a pastel pink ribbon became associated with the
2

breast cancer cause beginning in the late 1980s. During the last 30 years, the pink awareness
ribbon has ascended to such popularity that the breast cancer cause has trumped many other
deserving causes. Despite the ribbon’s ubiquity, generally positive reception, and dominant
associations such as individual responsibility for early detection and collective fundraising for a
cure, the pink ribbon has begun to receive a variety of scholarly criticisms, mostly in the field of
sociology. The most notable criticisms are as follows: awareness is not activism; it’s a reactive
rather than a proactive approach; it features multifarious corporate and pharmaceutical entities’
over involvement; it’s consumerism focused; there are feminist concerns; and it’s a global push
of dominant American approaches to health.
Pink ribbon philanthropy has traditionally occurred on a physical grassroots basis, where
people in physical communities have displayed pink ribbons. However, the internet and social
media have provided a similar yet greatly heightened networked landscape for the pink ribbon to
traverse. Both scholarly and applied communication have not given enough attention to the
affordances the digital landscape offers philanthropic symbols, such as the awareness ribbon. My
work uniquely approaches the pink ribbon from a communication, writing and rhetoric, and
digital humanities perspective, working from a theoretical standpoint of considering the
awareness ribbon as a viral and memetic text as well as a genre for digital citizenship.
I developed a unique social media breast cancer campaign, #TheFaceOffChallenge, as I
combined criticisms of the pink ribbon; an approach toward the symbol as a viral, meme, and
genre; a consideration of composition for intended rhetorical velocity or transmission (Ridolfo &
DeVoss, 2009); and an understanding of how to leverage the affordances of online social
networks to foster digital citizenship. #TheFaceOffChallenge incorporates the work of previous
scholars and experimental digital philanthropy campaigns such as the Ice Bucket Challenge and
3

the Human Rights Campaign to write for intentional rhetorical velocity and memetic
transmission while striving to ameliorate many of the criticisms. This campaign was also paired
with Ribbon Cutting, a game for social change I created, that sought to gradually move the public
from mainstream conceptions about curing cancer to supplemental approaches while modeling
how to employ internet memes as a genre for digital citizenship.
The research aspect of this project involved distributing this investigational campaign,
#TheFaceOffChallenge, to specific social media users on Facebook during Breast Cancer
Awareness Month in October 2017. To begin, visual meme-based informational posts were
displayed in the feeds of targeted users. As the campaign progressed, participants were more
explicitly asked to engage with the content by participating in actions such as commenting,
posting selfies, voting, and tagging others. In addition, participants reacted to and shared posts
according to the ways they had already been conditioned to participate by platforms. Indeed,
considerations about access and working in algorithmic environments demanded attention and
creativity. Therefore, participants were scaffolded toward higher engagement levels through
explicit calls to action. Participants were also encouraged to play the Ribbon Cutting game in
order to learn how to leverage internet memes as a genre for digital citizenship via inclusion of a
link to the game. The methods and methodologies around #TheFaceOffChallenge are discussed
in more detail in Chapter four.
Facebook analytics garnered by boosting posts as well as manually revisiting each post
provided data about engagement for analysis. Of particular interest for this project was
determining whether content was consumed and shared primarily as virals, retaining the original
author’s message and intent, or became memes, where digital citizens enhance, supplement, and
negate the messages adding their own perspectives. When I employ the words viral and meme,
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the intent is not necessarily to suggest new content is produced only as internet memes, but to
suggest on a smaller scale that participants, however slightly, attempt to alter the original intent
of a message. Attempts to modify a message, then, in this context can be as simple as a
supplemental comment, re-contextualization, or personalization of a message. But in a utopian
sense, prosumers may also employ internet memes as a genre for serious digital citizenship
actions. Both of these possibilities offer important information for causes, non-profit and forprofit organizations, and scholars to better understand digital citizenship and how philanthropy is
changing as it increasingly occurs symbolically in digital environments. In other words, my
research question was: Given existing scholarly knowledge about participatory culture, how can
the concept of memetic transmission be leveraged as a genre for digital citizenship?
Additionally, this project approached scholarship on internet memes for digital activism and
citizenship proactively, rather than reactively as prior scholarship has. Specifically, I wanted to
discover and test knowledge about how individuals and organizations can intentionally create
successful digital activism and citizenship campaigns, whereas prior research has tended to
reactively study campaigns that happened to be successful by chance.
This project sought to model how digital citizens can employ internet memes for serious
application such as social justice and progress while leaving gaps and invitations in messages to
participate. The data generated and its analysis allowed gains and new knowledge about how
digital citizens do or do not participate in and circulate philanthropic content as a viral or meme.
The intent of the project was to research the potential effectiveness of internet memes as a genre
for digital citizenship, which I hypothesized may be valuable for supplying digital citizens a
voice in social causes that currently tend to be controlled by one-way communication from
power structures. The breast cancer cause is a terrain that was well suited for this study. This
5

dissertation covers many related topics that build upon one another and culminated in two
deliverables that advance the potential of digital citizenship for causes.
The next chapter begins with the history of the awareness ribbon, positioning this symbol
as a text, meme, and genre for philanthropy and discusses specifics about the pink ribbon for
breast cancer awareness: its history, meanings and semiotic signs, strengths, and criticisms.
Chapter three moves into a theoretical scholarly discussion of the value of and variances in
memetic transmission as a genre for digital citizenship, as well as an overview of recent
successful memetic digital social campaigns, positioning the awareness ribbon and my work with
#TheFaceOffChallenge within this communication-oriented framework. #TheFaceOffChallenge
will then be discussed in detail in Chapter four, demonstrating how it was created to supplement
the strengths and ameliorate the limitations of the pink ribbon, while transforming the cause as
digital citizens move it increasingly into social media environments. Chapter five covers
literature on the emergent concerns of access, digital literacies, and working in algorithmic
environments pertaining to digital campaigns such as #TheFaceOffChallenge. Chapter six shares
a much-needed model broadening the slacktivism/activism debate into a spectrum of engagement
and introduces participation-scale methodology, a methodology created to measure engagement
in small to medium campaigns such as #TheFaceOffChallenge. Chapter seven analyzes data
from #TheFaceOffChallenge to demonstrate how participation-scale methodology can be used as
a tool to measure engagement. Chapter seven also concludes the dissertation by returning to the
topic of semiotics to suggest how authors may leverage visual communication to maintain
control of a core message while simultaneously fostering engagement and participation.
This dissertation project shares my personal journey with these topics. I initially became
interested in the awareness ribbon because I had worked for The American Cancer Society. I was
6

amazed when I began my doctoral studies ten years later that the pink breast cancer awareness
ribbon had appeared to only gain in popularity and momentum. Additionally, digital variations of
the ribbon circulated alongside the more established physical forms typically apparent at events,
in stores, and in communities across the world. The first time I wrote about this topic, I had
intended to write about how the symbol could be leveraged in digital spaces. A professor asked a
very important question, “Should it move into online spaces as is or could it be better?” From
there, my journey began. This dissertation shares that journey and my hope is that this work will
foster inclusive digital citizenship characterized by netizens, scholars, non-profit, and for-profit
organizations working together increasingly in digital spaces to make the world a better place.
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CHAPTER TWO: RIBBON PHILANTHROPY
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Year after year, the pink ribbon breast
cancer movement symbol is widely adopted individually, collectively, and in various hybrid
combinations to support breast cancer awareness. However, awareness is a vague term that
represents a myriad of implicit breast cancer related beliefs and metaphors. Beginning with a
good understanding of hegemonic beliefs about the concerning issue is a good starting point, and
to begin my journey, I began taking photos and screenshots of typical displays of the pink
ribbon. The ribbon applications I captured from 2014 to 2017 in this phase of background
research exhibited major themes, which I organized and analyzed employing a semiotic
(identifying visually conjured signs) theoretical approach. Simultaneously, I researched the
history of the ribbon and also encountered criticism and counter-organization (those offering
non-mainstream perspectives) activity. Some of the connotations of the pink ribbon are breastcancer specific, but some are more generic and have accrued over time from the emergence of
the awareness ribbon, its application in new contexts, as well as from its predecessors. In order to
unpack what the pink ribbon and breast cancer awareness means and does, examining the
history, semiotic themes, and criticisms of the awareness ribbon is helpful and, therefore, is the
purpose of this second chapter. Giving attention to the history and development of both the
awareness ribbon and breast cancer philanthropy (including counter-organizations) affords a
better understanding of how this philanthropic symbol functions as a viral, meme, and genre (an
entity with potential for negotiated meaning by inviting conversation) for causes, and with that
understanding new campaigns and digital citizens can begin to open a space for supplementing
those messages with new ideas that will add directions toward a cure.
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History: Viral, Memetic, and Genre Characteristics

Most people consider the awareness ribbon a recent creation; however, the concept of a
philanthropic symbol originated much earlier. Early modernist predecessors to postmodern
awareness ribbon campaigns such as Hospital Saturdays, Flag Days, and red poppies
demonstrated the power of collective symbolic philanthropy and tokens of remembrance,
empathy, and identity (Moore, 2008). Nationalism fueled many of these early campaigns
worldwide. Flag days presented wearable lapel pins in return for donations to aid a variety of
causes related to the effects of World War I. The roots of these campaigns have been traced back
to Hospital Saturdays that raised money for voluntary hospitals as early as 1870 (Moore, 2008).
Additionally, the act of displaying red poppies after the war was significant in appropriating
color to represent a cause. The red poppy signified remembrance, mourning, solidarity, unity,
and identity. These initial symbolic generalizations marked a distinct moment in the
development of the current philanthropic paradigm. The traces of these early awareness
campaigns remain apparent in modern philanthropic awareness movements.
Moore (2008) also detailed the roots of the awareness ribbon in the United States.
Iterations of a poem, folk stories, and song titled “Round Her Neck She Wore a Yellow Ribbon”
form the inspiration for this symbolic American tradition with the idea of a yellow ribbon
serving as a recurring symbol which may date back as early as the time of the Civil War. In
1979, Penney Laingen was inspired by the 1970s version of the song “Tie a Yellow Ribbon
Round the ole Oak Tree” by Tony Orlando and Dawn and tied yellow ribbons around the trees in
her yard to honor and remember her husband, a hostage in Iran at the time. In the 1990s, the
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yellow ribbon reappeared and was associated with the Gulf War. This time, even more yellow
ribbons appeared tied around trees in honor, remembrance, and support of the war.
Around the same time, acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) activists
repurposed the ribbon and adopted the color red to show support for people dying in a war on
America’s own soil against AIDS. The red ribbon AIDS campaign became popularized when
celebrity Jeremy Irons wore the looped red ribbon pinned to his lapel at the Tony Awards in
1991. This moment marks the adoption of the ribbon by health movements, celebrities, and as a
wearable fashion accessory. Soon, every cause was on the bandwagon, appropriating various
colors of awareness ribbons. Regardless of the cause, the ribbon signified support, remembrance,
and war on an ill of the world. Subsequently, the colored awareness ribbon became a popular
medium in the early 1990s. Without using words, the awareness ribbon came to signify values
such as honor, remembrance, support, and war.
Also around this time, a woman in her sixties named Charlotte Haley was hand-making
peach-colored breast cancer awareness ribbons in her home and displaying them on a card with a
message saying, “The National Cancer Institute annual budget is $1.8 billion, only 5 percent
goes for cancer prevention. Help us wake up our legislators and America by wearing this ribbon”
(Moore, 2008, p. 66). The original intent of her ribbon was not to raise money. It was simply to
advocate for better allocations of existing funds. She wanted to make a difference because so
many people she knew had been affected by breast cancer. It was a grassroots effort started in
her home, but it was successful. She handed them out in her community and mailed them to
influential women across the nation such as the first lady.
Word of Haley’s ribbons reached Self magazine. The magazine was working on a Breast
Cancer Awareness issue in partnership with Estee Lauder. Breast Cancer Awareness Month was
10

already in existence, established by a pharmaceutical company interested in breast cancer
treatments in the mid-1980s. But, the awareness month trend hadn’t become popularized with the
public yet. Self magazine and Estee Lauder wanted to theme the issue and signify breast cancer
awareness with Haley's ribbon (Din & Pool, 2011). When they approached Haley with the idea,
she rejected the idea saying it was too commercial and that wasn't what she was doing with her
ribbons. The magazine and Estee Lauder, set on a ribbon campaign, spoke with lawyers on how
to solve the problem. The lawyers suggested changing the color. They settled on classic pastel
pink. It wasn't Haley's peachy salmon ribbon, and it was better. The classic feminine pastel pink
effectively represented a cause for women and brought with it prior hermeneutic notions such as
femininity, calmness, youthful happiness, etc. Simultaneously, the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation had adopted bright pink as its color and was distributing bright pink visors at
events. Komen had seen the success of the red AIDS ribbon. Joining the trend, the foundation
began handing out bright pink ribbons at its events, yet the meaning they have today hadn't been
fully constructed.
Later, Estee Lauder adopted the pink ribbon symbol as a community relations effort. The
company's products were packaged with the ribbon printed on them and sales professionals
began handing out pink ribbons attached to cards advocating for proper breast self-examinations
to customers. The company also executed a White House petition to increase funding for
research. While Evelyn Lauder, the company's senior corporate vice president, was a breast
cancer survivor and was interested in helping the cause, she was also a successful
businesswoman and understood the power a corporate social responsibility campaign could
wield. Lauder's successful corporate social responsibility actions in the early 1990s played a
significant role in the corporatization of causes as we know it today.
11

Lauder distributed 1.5 million pink ribbons in the fall of 1992. Self magazine publicized
the ribbon and began to shape the cause around corporatization, individual responsibility for
examination, and the need to direct money at research. Grassroots networks of individuals wore
the pink ribbons, spreading the message to friends, families, organizations, etc. Television, radio,
and print media picked up on the social phenomenon. At this point, the pink ribbon spread across
a variety of media as well as through grassroots efforts in communities across the nation.
Haley's peach ribbon and Komen's bright pink visors disappeared and the classic pink
ribbon became the widely accepted representation of the breast cancer movement. The pink
ribbon morphed memetically (with meaning being supplemented and altered) in its transition
from the yellow and red ribbons to being appropriated to signify the breast cancer cause with
pink. Yet in its early to current form, the pink ribbon served primarily as a viral. It was
everywhere, but it was just a simple pink ribbon with a predetermined meaning. It hadn't yet
evolved into a meme or a bit of cultural content being slightly modified into variations
encapsulating opinions, expressing new ideas, and shaping individual identities. Chapter three
will discuss viral and memetic transmission in more detail and the potential of memes for causes.
Ribbons can also be regarded as intertextual, gaining more meaning as more ribbons and
language representing causes come into existence. Each new awareness ribbon supplies a new
facet of meaning to the word awareness and the symbol. For example, the yellow ribbon
signified remembrance, honor, military and war, and solidarity. The red AIDS ribbon signified
understanding of lifestyles and health risks, while becoming a trend among celebrities and
fashion. The pink ribbon added hope, reminders for health screening, fundraising, and corporate
marketing. In this context, the accumulated intertextual meaning of a cause becomes the
hegemonic view of the social issue. Sometimes this can eclipse the reality of the issue.
12

A significant portion of the ribbon applications I captured were authored by corporations
for cause-based marketing and community relations purposes. Corporate adoption of the pink
ribbon can be best understood viewing the ribbon again as an intertextual meme and also as a
genre. When ribbons are added to products or logos are added to ribbons, meaning associating
the company with the cause is added. Meaning is added through the juxtaposition of symbols,
logos, and color. Associating a ribbon with a logo or series of logos visually illustrates
partnerships while combining organizational values. Ideally, the company would have something
to say about breast cancer, but usually the message is simply that they are civically engaged.
Unfortunately, there appears to be little conversation around most of the current iterations of
corporate appropriation of the pink ribbon. Participation, then, primarily serves to propagate
dominant values of the pink ribbon while aiding a company in increasing reputation and sales.
So, the awareness ribbon, here, serves as a genre, or primarily etiquette and social rule following,
for a company to superficially participate in discourse about sensitive social issues and
ultimately associate positive feelings about philanthropy with their brand.

Figure 1: Example of Memetic Juxtaposition of Logos and Symbols

The ribbon functioning as a genre has also caused professionalization of cause-based
marketing and corporate social responsibility, with an increasing number of companies and
communication professionals engaging in these types of efforts. The pink ribbon allows
companies to push boundaries in both advertising and their civic involvement, yet they have not
13

leveraged the affordances of the ribbon as a meme or genre. Ads are creative; however, they fail
to interrogate and challenge or supplement hegemonic values incorporated in the ribbon. In
effect, dominating paid corporate publicity of the ribbon may actually inhibit conversation and
new thought in addressing the complexities of breast cancer because the hegemonic ribbon and
its values become ubiquitous.
The ribbon also serves a genre for citizens to enter a conversation on an issue,
particularly in digital spaces. However, the volume of non-profit and for-profit organizational
communication around causes currently tends to supersede the individual voices and alternative
perspectives. Rather, what is heard online is the amplification of the mainstream perspective,
which is communicated through a complex system of semiotic visual signs, encapsulated by the
genre of the pink awareness ribbon.

Mainstream Conception of the Pink Ribbon

Major themes, which ultimately can be viewed as connotative signs comprising the genre
of the pink ribbon, emerged from the organization and analysis of my three-year collection of
pink ribbon appropriations. The current pink ribbon breast cancer movement leverages a
semiotic system of signs to signify a positivist-informed, modernist-propelled, and consumerdriven experience of breast cancer. Positivism (Comte, 1988) refers to the concept of
transcendence to god-like survivor status with scientific advancement. The movement also draws
upon modernist notions of progressing in treatment and running philanthropy according to
Taylorist business principles. Individual people engage as Marxist workers toward a cure for
cancer in a mass consumer-based culture. But, a simulation of the breast cancer experience, both
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on individual health and collective philanthropic levels, is necessary to direct and enlist the
masses.
A set of abstract signs collaboratively function as what Baudrillard (1994) termed
simulacra in a simulation. This is a basic understanding of simulation, and this dissertation will
expand on this concept as needed. For now, attention will be given to what the signs are and how
they interact to influence beliefs and actions. The signs contribute to a mass simulation of the
breast cancer experience typically experienced on one of two levels: as a patient or person
seeking health or as a member of the general public wishing to do their part to cure cancer. A
participant may experience the movement on both levels at the same time. However, one level
will typically drive actions based on their status as a patient, non-patient, or depending on their
personal risk level.

The Pink Ribbon Individual Breast Cancer Health Simulation

The individual simulation begins with the sign of memory. The candles lit in memory of
those who have not survived breast cancer highlight mortality. Women want to live and the
dramatic symbol of death reminds women of their responsibility to health. The sign is so
effective, it creates a sense of fear of death and breast cancer. Memory also initiates a sense of
war, as in “these women lost their battle with cancer.” Early detection is then offered as the
solution or a personal way to fight cancer. Health campaigns advocate for science-based
treatments and procedures, which have varied over time. In the past, measures were as dramatic
as mastectomy. Now, mammography is the preferred choice. Campaigns convince women that
with early detection through mammography, they can expect to survive breast cancer should it
arise, whether survival is realistic or not considering their own unique situation. Additionally,
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should a woman be diagnosed with breast cancer, she has hope of good chances for survivorship.
Survivors are honored and idolized for their beauty, courage, strength and ultra-feminine
qualities. Breast cancer is portrayed as a transformative experience, where a woman can emerge
as a better version of herself. In fact, surviving breast cancer is likened to transcendence to a
god-like state of existence. In this narrative, montage only shows the transformative outcome of
a cancer survivor, cutting out pain, suffering, sickness, and ugliness.

Figure 2: The Pink Ribbon Individual Breast Cancer Health Simulation

The Pink Ribbon Collective Breast Cancer Philanthropy Simulation

The collective simulation is built on the inarguable altruistic basis of philanthropy. Of
course, a person would like to be considered altruistic. Philanthropy takes many forms, yet the
consumer-driven model of the pink ribbon movement is a perfect fit for mass consumer culture.
People are already conditioned as consumers in the postmodern world. Philanthropy takes a
variety of forms such as direct service or fundraising, but the easiest form of all is cause-based
consumerism. Buying is necessary and pleasurable, and with pink ribbon products, consumers
can engage in easy philanthropy all while boosting their positive identity as someone who cares
and wants to do their part to cure cancer. Critics have argued this form of philanthropy is simply
slacktivism, or taking the easy route to social change. Whether participating as a consumer or
actively fundraising, professionalized philanthropic organizations have directed individuals to
mass fundraising for the purpose of converting individual philanthropic power to stored portable
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energy, or money. Converted to stored and portable philanthropic energy, money can be pooled
and controlled by select actors. These powerful actors have determined and convinced the
masses through medical authority organizations and awareness month campaigns that the
dominant avenue for finding a cure for breast cancer is solely through scientific research and
pharmaceuticals. These may be viable possibilities for a cure, yet counterpublics highlight the
alternative possibilities for a cure, such as identifying environmental causes, which are not being
explored equally. Directing and pooling mass philanthropic energy as money for scientific
research and pharmaceuticals for a cure is the aggregated meaning of the collective breast cancer
simulation.

Figure 3: The Pink Ribbon Collective Breast Cancer Philanthropy Simulation

Ribbon Philanthropy: Strengths and Criticisms

The pink awareness ribbon serves as the widely and generally recognized symbol in the
United States and abroad representing a hegemonic mainstream approach to curing breast cancer.
The American Cancer Society (2018a) has relied on the statistic that one in eight women will be
diagnosed with breast cancer in her lifetime to illustrate the enormity of the breast cancer issue as
a health crisis. Unfortunately, this statistic has remained the same throughout the duration of the
pink ribbon breast cancer movement. In fact, mortality rates have been documented to have only
decreased .05 percent from 1990 to 2005 (Sulik, 2011). These statistics have raised warranted
critical concerns to the widely popular pink ribbon breast cancer movement. In the next section, I
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will enumerate the major criticisms of what Sulik (2011) termed pink ribbon culture, the
entanglement of various aspects of the breast cancer issue—science, health education, research
avenues, feminism, politics, cause-based marketing, consumerism, fundraising, and
philanthropy. I also want to be explicit after discussing these concerns in demonstrating how the
pink ribbon movement has offered important positive impact. To these ends, further
understanding the implicit and enmeshed history of the movement through its criticism will be
helpful.
At the age of 40 and in some cases earlier, women are encouraged to begin obtaining
annual mammograms in order to detect breast cancer early (ACS, 2018b). Doctors and health
organizations tout early detection as the best defense against breast cancer:
Finding breast cancer early and getting state-of-the-art cancer treatment are the most
important strategies to prevent deaths from breast cancer. Breast cancer that’s found
early, when it’s small and has not spread, is easier to treat successfully. Getting regular
screening tests is the most reliable way to find breast cancer early. The American Cancer
Society has screening guidelines for women at average risk of breast cancer, and for
those at higher-than-average risk for breast cancer. (ACS, 2018b)
Many health metaphors are implicit in these recommendations and other language in
applied health education typically offered by health organizations, physicians, and nurses; these
metaphors circulate and are reinforced widely in pink ribbon culture. Segal (2005) and Sontag
(1978) highlight dominant health metaphors that have developed over time. The trope of
“medicine is war” (Segal, 2005, p.115) is the most pervasive and easy to recognize in pink
ribbon culture through the plethora of narratives about winning the war or fighting against
cancer. However, more implicit narratives such as “diagnosis is health,” “the body is a
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machine,” “medicine is a business,” “the person as genes,” “cancer as foreign growth that must
be excised,” and “pharmaceutical magic bullets” have become deeply ingrained, obscuring other
possibilities for alleviating the breast cancer health crisis (Segal, 2005, pp. 117, 120, 120, 115,
64-66, 123).
Pharmaceutical and high-tech equipment manufacturing companies have been linked to
these narratives (Din & Pool, 2011). In fact, Zeneca, the pharmaceutical company preceding
AstraZenca, is traced to the 1984 origins of National Breast Cancer Awareness Month, which
stresses early detection and a research-based pharmaceutical cure (Pezzulo, 2003, p. 351). Critics
have drawn attention to the fact that mammography may expose women to unnecessary
radiation, may over-diagnose, and may be a ploy by equipment manufacturers and
pharmaceutical companies to increase demand for their products (Sulik, 2011). Regardless of
whether these allegations are true or not, the massive focus on mammography and early
detection monopolizes the conversation and detracts from other approaches to the disease. For
instance, smaller counter-organizations such as Breast Cancer Action (BCA) and Breast Cancer
Fund (BCF) focus on prevention via interrogating and eliminating potential sources of
environmental toxins (Kopelson, 2013) rather than mammography, yet they are overshadowed
by the magnitude of pink ribbon culture.
A weighty focus on pharmaceuticals exists. Mainstream efforts not only of treatment, but
also research for cures, focus on discovery of a magic pill (Segal, 2005). A majority of the
research avenues that are funded by both the government and privately focus on discovery of
drugs and innovation in technology aimed at curing breast cancer, specifically, curing it
reactively after a scientific diagnosis. King (2010b) appropriated and further developed the term
cancer-industrial complex (p. 105) from Ehrenreich (2001) to describe the hegemonic adherence
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to scientific, technological, and pharmaceutical promise. Critics protest this reactive approach,
advocating for a more proactive approach that seeks to understand what causes breast cancer. In
their opinion, more funded research needs to address causes, such as environmental toxins.
Ryan (2008, 2010, 2010, 2012, 2012, 2013) drew attention to the financial implications
of the dominant focus on early detection and expensive technologies on marginalized
populations. Early detection narratives assume patients possess health insurance, and beyond
that, adequate coverage. Health care costs for procedures, treatments, and pharmaceuticals place
a great deal of financial pressure on uninsured and underinsured patients. Ryan shared stories
and accounts of patients who became bankrupt, homeless, and helpless from the financial impact
of early detection, high-tech treatment, and expensive drug paradigms. In other words, pink
ribbon culture is aimed at a middle class and higher, adequately insured audience, in which the
patient is a part of a traditional family support system—a heterogeneous patient. The patients she
interviewed came from diverse economic, ethnic, and family backgrounds that were not
compatible with pink ribbon culture, leaving some patients at a major disadvantage.
A significant criticism regarding pink ribbon culture that emerged in the literature was
regarding impact not moving beyond individualist action (Kopelson, 2013; Pezzullo, 2003). Pink
ribbon culture appears to have motivated individuals to take individualist action toward seeking
information and becoming knowledgeable about early detection and scientific and technological
treatments; however, no true collective activism was occurring. Activist organizations such as
Breast Cancer Action (BCA) better involve collective action and protest. A distinguishing factor
is that participants are angry and demand change. Pink ribbon culture, on the other hand, is
celebratory and optimistic. Illustrated by the pink color and all of its connotations, pink ribbon
culture celebrates survivorship, femininity, and positivity.
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Supporters of pink ribbon culture don’t challenge the socially constructed beliefs buried
in positivity, but activists such as the members of BCA agonistically bring issues regarding
environmental toxins, feminism, consumerism, and pinkwashing to the surface. Pinkwashing is a
term coined to describe when a company appears to support women’s issues such as the breast
cancer cause, but its corporate actions or mission are incongruent or incompatible with the cause
(Pezzulo, 2003, p. 346). For example, in a recent BCA email, Halo oranges were exposed as
displaying a pink ribbon on packaging during Breast Cancer Awareness Month, but behind the
scenes they were irrigating their crops with wastewater containing toxins linked to breast cancer
incidence. Additionally, the medical equipment and pharmaceutical companies that profit from
breast cancer diagnosis are sometimes classified as pinkwashers. Pinkwashing is among the most
offensive and most criticized pink ribbon culture practices.
King (2010b) drew attention to several implicit developments in pink ribbon culture that
are important to understand: survivorship, volunteerism, and corporatization. King highlighted
the development of the survivor as central to the mission of pink ribbon culture. The conception
of the survivor reinforces efforts. Survivors alone serve as proof that pink ribbon culture is
rewarding, worthwhile, and effective. The survivor embodies idealized femininity, positivity,
and empowerment, which is much different than positioning the person as a patient or victim:
The version of the breast cancer survivor that prevails in the national imaginary is used to
mobilize fund-raising for high-stakes, cure-driven scientific research on the disease; to
validate – usually without questioning – scientific authority and expertise; and to market
an ever-increasing number of goods to consumers eager to play their part in the fight
against the disease. (King, 2010, p. 94)
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King also detailed how through the Reagan, Clinton, and Bush administrations a significant
emphasis was placed on developing private philanthropy and individual volunteerism, allowing
for a shift from state to decentered modes of support. Ultimately, the result is that citizens and
corporations are socially compelled to act philanthropically.
This climate of individual and corporate responsibility for volunteerism and philanthropy
combined with a simultaneous rise of cause-based marketing led to the plethora of pink ribbon
products available for purchase now. The consumerist aspect of pink ribbon culture is highly
criticized from the weak link between buying products and the corresponding effect on a health
crisis, to the ambiguous terms of monetary donations, to pinkwashing allegations, to limiting the
public to passive consumers rather than encouraging them to become activists. Pink ribbon
culture additionally pegs the public into a consumerist role by positioning people as consumers
of healthcare in obtaining mammograms, treatments, and drugs.
Another criticism, which has been touched on but not explicitly dealt with is feminist in
nature (Din & Pool, 2011). Sulik (2011) eloquently summarized Ehrenreich’s (2001) famous
personal account as a patient being introduced to pink ribbon culture, which was titled
“Welcome to Cancerland” and published in Harper’s Magazine:
I had realized: the ultra-feminine pink kitsch of the breast cancer marketplace, the
infantilizing trope of teddy bears and tote bags, the mainstreaming of support as united
sentimentality, the battle cry of survivorship coupled with the tyranny of cheerfulness,
disease and its treatment as a rite of passage and chance for creative self-transformation,
the promise of medical technology, the cancer-industrial complex, and the denigration of
death and the dying. This vivid account described a new American religion just for
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women, replete with traditionally feminine symbolism, ritual, and doctrine. (Sulik, 2011,
pp. 3-4)
Breast cancer, though it affects a very small number of men, is primarily a women’s disease. The
disease itself is unavoidably very gendered; however, pink ribbon culture is overly gendered
because it is a response to a disease that threatens femininity. Breast cancer treatments involve
radiation that causes hair loss and general erosion of beauty, lumpectomy, and sometimes a full
mastectomy. Each of these treatments threaten hegemonic gendered ideals of beauty and the
response of pink ribbon culture has sought to restore and overcompensate for ideals of gendered
beauty. The pastel pink in itself is a return to girlish beauty and has been criticized. Many of the
pink ribbon products are cosmetics seeking to promote one ideal of beauty or products
manufactured for a girlish ideal of womanhood. Ironically, the over-promotion of beauty
products to women may be linked to toxins that may cause cancer. Additionally, many of the
products are aimed at reinforcing domestic notions of women, such as pink ribbon vacuum
cleaners. Another major problem is that women are reduced to consumers rather than encouraged
to be activists for this health crisis. Shopping for a cause also leaves out those who do not have
the economic resources to participate, making it also a classed and sometimes raced activity.
Additionally, the early detection, survivorship, and glamorized feminine beauty narratives lead to
a blame mentality for patients who in adversity can’t live up to these ideals. Sadly, these women
are left with little support from pink ribbon culture.
Critics also highlight how politics beyond health politics are present in facets of pink
ribbon culture. For example, global cancer organizations reach beyond United States borders and
breast cancer has been leveraged as a public relations pawn for politicians and organizations to
neutralize other causes (King, 2010a; Sulik, 2011). Additionally, wedging American views on
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breast cancer into other countries falsely assumes the American approach is the only way to ease
the burdens of cancer and limits the directions being pursued to discover causes, treatments, and
cures.
Regardless of these criticisms, pink ribbon culture has inarguably had some impact as a
successor to the women’s movement of the 1960s. Prior to the onset of pink ribbon culture,
before the mid-1980s, breast cancer was a quiet disease. Before the women’s movement of the
1960s, it was a very personal and silent disease no one spoke of much publicly. Increasingly in
conjunction with the women’s movement, women began to speak about their breast cancer
experiences and they increasingly challenged the patriarchal relationships they experienced with
physicians (King, 2010b). These early activists opened a space for more women to speak
publicly and openly about breast cancer. Radical treatments, such as one-step mastectomies
without the consent of the patient, were challenged and improved. Additionally, outdated and
false beliefs about breast cancer being caused by negative emotions such as unhappiness were
rebuked (Sontag, 1978). Pink ribbon culture builds on the work of the women’s movement and
seeks to bring the greater public into the cause. First, National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
“creates and sustains a counterhegemonic discourse in relation to previous silence on the subject.
At a minimum it counters indifference” (Pezzulo, 2003, p. 352). Pink ribbon culture and all of its
facets have brought notoriety and undeniable commitment to the cause. Breast Cancer
Awareness Month has additionally afforded a much needed kairotic moment for collective
impact. It’s become the likable and premier cause in October, if not year-round, dominating in
funds generated and publicity. However, another minor criticism is that pink ribbon culture
generates so much attention it detracts from other causes.
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With this common understanding of what the pink ribbon means and does, as well as its
strengths and limitations, opportunities for leveraging an improved version better engaging
citizens in online spaces becomes possible. Historically, the ribbon has thrived due to its inherent
viral, memetic, intertextual, and genre qualities. The next chapter delves into these qualities more
deeply on a theoretical level in order to move toward the research portion of this dissertation,
#TheFaceOffChallenge, which attempted to engage digital citizens in more productive ways
during Breast Cancer Awareness Month in 2017. The next chapter also examines recent memetic
campaigns that have successfully engaged digital citizens in dialogue about and participation for
impacting social issues, providing inspiration for #TheFaceOffChallenge.
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CHAPTER THREE: VIRALITY, MEMETICS, AND DIGITAL ACTIVISM
Using breast cancer awareness as an example, it becomes evident that causes inevitably
are controlled by actors with a vested interest. After all, some entity must initiate a movement by
authoring some form of communication, and that communication functions with a rhetorical
purpose. Until the internet, media choices for communication were expensive, restricting
communications in costly media to those entities possessing a great enough interest to make the
effort (financial and skills-wise) worthwhile. The utopian conception of the netizen extols the
now leveled opportunity for digital citizens to author and share their own ideas and content on
free online platforms such as social media. In this utopian scenario, digital citizens would
capitalize on this opportunity and participate in shaping public views on social issues such as
causes. But, the netizen is still a lofty goal with factors such as literacies and access working in
algorithmic environments under development. The opportunities memetic texts such as the
awareness ribbon and internet memes offer as a genre for participation and dialogue are waiting
to be seized and exercised. The following chapter reviews scholarly literature on memes as a
genre for digital activism. Various degrees of memetics will be discussed and impactful
campaigns will be reviewed, supplying a useful theoretical framework for discussing the
research section of this dissertation which initiated a memetics-informed digital citizenship
campaign, #TheFaceOffChallenge.

Internet Memes as a Genre for Digital Citizenship: Slacktivism to Activism

Utopian scholars (Davis, Glantz, & Novak, 2016; Milner, 2013; Shifman, 2014) of
internet memes laud the genre optimistically as a valuable new vehicle and tool offering
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everyday citizens increased access to activist participation, an opportunity for polyvocal multidimensional dialogue, and ultimately concrete results exhibited by social change. Dystopian
scholars (Kien, 2013; Gladwell, 2010; Rossolatos, 2015) purport that participation is more likely
fueled by affective motivations such as building identity and desires for inclusiveness that don’t
materialize in actual results. Slacktivism, the term ascribed to the dystopian view that internet
memes result in little to zero actual outcomes in social change, represents a current tendency to
view this debate as a binary argument. In this section, I will review both sides of this dualistic
debate and suggest a more graduated and nuanced approach to the value of internet memes for
social impact, a term I prefer over social change because it can occur on a smaller scale. First, I
will challenge the dystopian view by analyzing examples of internet memes that resulted in a
range of concrete impactful results. Then, I will debunk the utopian argument by exposing how it
fails to consider the core values of the message that are retained through semiotics and simulacra
in the replication of the initial message. As my arguments build, I suggest nuances including
kairotic timing, prescribed participation, semiotic transmission in varying degrees (virals,
memes, and remixes), affective elements accessed in the spaces between cultural signs of memes
and pop culture, personalization expressing identities, and assemblage into forces of grassroots
advocacy that each contribute to social impact. Continued research, such as
#TheFaceOffChallenge, experimenting with these nuances may foster better understanding of
how internet memes can more consistently create social impact.
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Digital Activism Campaigns, Slacktivism, and Social Impact

To begin, defining slacktivism more completely is helpful because it is the crux of the
dystopian side of the debate. Kien (2013) asserted, “ ‘Armchair activism,’ (aka media
‘slacktivism’) has become the extent of many people’s political involvement, believing they are
doing something to change the world by simply forwarding information to their already existing
friendship network without any depth of dialogue about the topic” (p. 557). Similarly, Vie (2014)
described this side of the debate by writing, “Gladwell and others have dismissed Facebook
activism as ‘slacktivism,’ activities that are low-key and easy to participate in, increasing the
‘feel-good’ factor for participants, but that do little to affect major change” (p. 10). These
definitions lead me to intentionally employ the term “social impact” in my work because rarely
do digital activism campaigns result in clear and distinct social change. The dualistic debate
summarized above stems from evaluating the effectiveness of outcomes solely by searching for
evidence of social change versus smaller-scale impact.
Next, I’d like to briefly introduce current scholarly work on internet memes that resulted
in social impact: the Occupy Wall Street Movement (Milner, 2013), the Human Rights
Campaign (Vie, 2014), Greenpeace’s “Let’s Go” Campaign (Davis, Glantz, & Novak, 2015), and
the Ice Bucket Challenge (Rossolatos, 2015). I have chosen these campaigns specifically because
they offer some discrete measurement of social impact, whether it be evidence of democratic
polyvocal citizenship, change in law or corporate action, or monetary fundraising advancing a
cure for a disease. Significant social change in regard to each of these examples is debated;
however, social impact can be agreed upon. These campaigns had some tangible impact or
effect.
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The Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement was initiated first physically in September of
2011 at Wall Street in New York City to initiate a “long-term protest of social and economic
injustices such as income inequality, corporate influence on politics, and unregulated business
practices” (Milner, 2013, p. 2357). The movement from the start involved a digital activism
component; however, the digital component leveraging variations of the “We are the 99%”
meme eventually superseded physical activism. At its height, this movement exhibited a flurry of
memetic polyvocal counterarguments on social media. Milner (2013) demonstrated how the
various countermemes, or memes created by citizens in response to earlier memes, exemplified
polyvocal populist discourse. Additionally, Milner highlighted the tendency for citizens to
appropriate intertextual pop culture references in memetic discourse, terming this tendency “pop
polyvocality” (p. 2381).
The Human Rights Campaign (HRC), aimed at affecting court rulings on same-sex
marriage in early 2013, was also highly visible on social media as citizens adopted and remixed
the HRC logo (Vie, 2014, p. 3). Most commonly, citizens uploaded the original logo as their
profile photo in an effort to show support for the cause; however, Vie documented various
appropriations and remixes of the logo demonstrating alternative views. Many of the remixes
incorporated pop polyvocality, adding intertextual pop culture references including product
logos, to complicate the meaning of the HRC logo. Ultimately, this campaign exhibited concrete
social impact “culminat[ing] in the Supreme Court’s decision on the Defense of Marriage Act”
(Vie, 2014, p. 6). Vie (2014) highlighted the kairotic (p. 6) element of this digital activism
campaign as it was aligned and intentionally timed at the moment that it could impact the
Supreme Court decision.
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Greenpeace’s “Let’s Go” Arctic Campaign is another example of digital activism
resulting in kairotic social impact. In response to Shell oil company’s Arctic drilling initiatives,
Greenpeace opted to roll out a digital activism campaign featuring an online meme generator,
rather than sending boats out to physically protest (Davis, Glantz, & Novak, 2015, p. 63).
Participants mixed preselected images supplied by Greenpeace with text emulating Shell’s
“corporate speak” (p. 72). Many of these memes employed sarcasm, irony, humor, and parody to
delegitimize, or undermine and impact, Shell’s corporate public relations and reputation. Shell
ultimately had to revisit and revise their arctic drilling plans.
The Ice Bucket Challenge is another example of an impactful digital campaign,
regardless of the immense slacktivist criticism it has received. During the summer of 2014,
participants flooded social media with video memes of buckets of ice water being dumped over
their heads in order to raise awareness and funds for a debilitating disease, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS). The Ice Bucket Challenge involved a component of embodied creative
performance as participants videoed their bodily and affective reactions to dumping ice water
over their heads. The campaign went viral as participants urged friends and family to
subsequently create their own video asking more people to participate and donate to the cause.
This example received a great amount of slacktivist criticism due to the fact that many people
created and shared new videos; however, the donation aspect wasn’t always followed
(Rossolatos, 2015). Regardless, the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Association has reported that
such a great amount of money was raised and subsequently directed at research from this
campaign that new knowledge advancing progress toward a cure for ALS has been discovered
(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Association, 2018).
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Prescribed Participation

In each of these successful campaigns, grassroots citizens were asked to participate and
were supplied with the original content they could share or manipulate. The Occupy Wall Street
meme’s “fixed core was outlined in bullet points on the submission screen” (Milner, 2013, p.
2371). The Human Rights Campaign supplied the HRC logo image and explicitly requested,
“Show your support for marriage equality – make your profile image red for tomorrow” (HRC,
2017). Greenpeace supplied a meme/“ad generator” with preselected images, instructions, and
examples on the “Let’s Go, Social” portion of their Arctic Ready website (Davis, Glantz, &
Novak, 2015, p. 68). The original Ice Bucket Challenge video included an explicit call to action
to replicate (Rossolatos, 2015). In each of these impactful campaigns, the originator (in these
cases organizations) supplied tools and instructions for participation. Sometimes those
instructions asked participants to share the original content. In other instances, participants were
implored to remix content. And other times, participants remixed because they wanted to
personalize the meme.
At this point, it may be helpful to define and differentiate the closely related terms viral,
meme, and remix to help further unpack the utopian/dystopian debate. Utopians and dystopians
debating the value of the internet meme for activism take the term meme as well as related terms
such as viral and remix for granted. Defining and clarifying these terms helps draw out additional
nuances.
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Viral, Meme, and Remix

Dawkins (1976) coined the original concept of the meme in his book The Selfish Gene.
The term meme was an extension of his work that for the most part sought to explain the
scientific concept of the gene and evolution to a non-scientific general audience. Ambitiously
and briefly, he introduced the term meme as a metaphor to liken cultural transmission to these
processes of evolution via the units of genes:
Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes, fashions, ways of making
pots or building arches. Just as genes propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping
from body to body via sperms or eggs, so memes propagate themselves in the meme pool
by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in the broad sense, can be called
imitation. (Dawkins, 1976, p. 249)
Dawkins’ introduction of the meme concept sparked subsequent uptake in various fields, both
academic and applied, such as philosophy, business, marketing, and more recently rhetoric and
composition and digital humanities. Various other terms such as viral and remix have arisen and
are often used interchangeably. The discussion of internet memes as a potential vehicle for
activism takes this term meme for granted. Striving to understand nuanced definitions of these
terms helps further unpack potential for impact.
Three current authors concerned with digital humanities directly address the difference
between viral and memetic communication in an updated context: Shifman (2014) and Varis and
Blommaert (2014). Shifman (2014) asserts, “The main difference between Internet memes and
virals thus relates to variability: whereas the viral comprises a single cultural unit (such as a
video, photo, or joke) that propagates in many copies, an Internet meme is always a collection of
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texts” (p. 56). Shifman’s distinction, at first glance, centers around derivatives. Memes, in
Shifman’s view, appear to involve a process of change and customization in replication resulting
in many derivatives, whereas virals seem to be forwarded rapidly in their original form without
alteration, which Shifman considers representative of a lack of active participation or agency. In
this sense, virals would be considered to retain the agency and intent of the original content,
whereas memes exhibit creative alteration and injection of new content or perspective evidenced
by change and customization.
Varis and Blommaert (2014) explicitly disagree with Shifman, considering less complex
forms of engagement such as liking and sharing on social media to be included in memetics.
Varis and Blommaert develop acts of participation Shifman would consider related to virality
(specifically liking and sharing) to be forms of phatic communication, or rather social processes
similar to small talk that produce feelings of communion or belonging to a group. Phatic
communication applies to slacktivist criticisms of digital activism. Proponents of slacktivism
consider phatic communication to lack tangible impact. Sharing, in Varis and Blommaert’s
opinion, also involves re-contextualizion or re-semiotization, introducing the signs of the viral
into a new context, which could alter its effect. These acts, in their view, involve active
participation and agency. They do not involve direct change or customization, yet sharing is
active change in re-contextualization and re-semiotization to some extent.
Shifman (2014) implicitly acknowledges this contrasting view, by stating that “we should
think of the viral and memetic as two ends of a dynamic spectrum rather than a binary
dichotomy” (p. 57-58). All three authors agree that virals and memes are both forms of engaged
communication. Each requires a different level of engagement, whether in the form of
commenting, liking, sharing, or remixing. Some forms are more active, while others are less
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active; however, neither is entirely passive. This conversation suggests creating a binary
distinction between virals and memes presents problems.
A third term, remix, was introduced by Lessig (2008) to include active participation in
combining pre-existing content to create something new, or as Lessig noted, “Remix is collage”
(p. 76). The variant popular-culture-inspired internet memes Milner (2013) and Vie (2014)
highlighted qualify as remix. Remix entails combining multiple visuals that retain their original
intent and signs, but take on a new intent or meaning simply by their combination. The nuance
considering retention of the original intent of the content becomes important. In virals, original
intent is preserved. In memetic transmission, participants actively attempt to alter the original
intent by personalizing it with their voice. Remix, however, resides somewhere in between a
viral and meme with the original intent of more than one bit of content being preserved, but also
being altered by combining it with others.
Remix is a term that has been used interchangeably in conversations about viral and
memetic transmission, but has been less interrogated in terms of degree of consumption versus
expression of ideas. I believe that remix is a valuable concept for better understanding the vague
combinations of cause-based symbols with corporate logos, pop culture icons, and etc. that don’t
necessarily accomplish concrete dialogue about the cause, but, nevertheless, push and pull on the
mainstream conception of an issue. I recommend situating and fully understanding remix’s role
between viral and memetic transmission as an area of need for further research, particularly in
the context of remix for serious conversations about causes and social issues.
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Semiotics and Simulacra

Rossolatos (2015) moved from the term meme in his discussion of the Ice Bucket
Challenge, preferring “cultural sign” (p.133) and thus purposely shifting to semiotics from
memetics. This shift is warranted because there is an “intricate relationship between memetics
and semiotics: ‘Memes are signs, or more accurately sign vehicles’ (Deacon, 1999, para. 11)…
The newfangled meme is an underdeveloped special version of [the] concept of sign”
(Rossolatos, 2015, p. 134). Rossolatos (2015) argues that “signs are tantamount to memes as
minimal units of cultural reproduction” (p. 135). Kien (2014) also discusses memes as a form of
semiotics and simulacra, or rather signs far removed or disconnected from what they represent
(p. 555). Further, internet memes operate in a highly simulated digital environment as signs,
which may only vaguely represent reality.
Returning to the distinction between a viral, meme, and remix, viewing each as a set of
signs, they can be further evaluated considering whether the signs are actually altered. When a
viral is shared as the content’s original form, the participant is propagating the original intent,
communicated through the signs of the message. A meme has been considered to supplement or
alter the original intent by injecting the participant’s voice or perspective. However, most memes
require adherence to a “recognizable template,” instructions, or formula (Milner, 2013, p. 2365)
to be considered part of the collection of texts making up that meme. Dawkins (1976) alluded to
this in his original conception of the meme that required copying fidelity in order to be
successful (p. 251); the meme genre requires adherence to a template, format, formula, or
instructions for participation. Typically, the template requires retention of the signs packed in the
image, albeit the “image” may be constructed mentally in a variety of modalities such as text,
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video, photograph, or any combination. Vie (2014) found that when the template of a meme
wasn’t followed closely enough and essentially the signs weren’t recognizable enough, the
meme’s capacity for inclusion in the collection of that meme’s texts was in jeopardy (p. 7). A
viral or meme established as a set of signs required by the template suggests then that “memes
present little or no challenge to the thoughts and attitudes held by the very people and issues they
are meant to confront” (Kien, 2015, p. 556). Further, Kien (2015) ultimately suggested
participants engage “in the spirit of inventing oneself, and [celebrate] the manipulation of
simulacra as an achievement” (p. 559). In Chapter seven after explaining knowledge generated
from #TheFaceOffChallenge research project, I return to this topic to further discuss how the
spaces between simulacra in visual communication offer a range of engagement opportunities
from personalization to polyvocal dialogue as the original signs and intent are retained but
amended.

The Affective and Personalization = Grassroots Force

Viewing internet memes as an evolved form of semiotics validates the affective aspects
various scholars have noted. In the case of Occupy Wall Street, the 99% meme struck an
affective chord with citizens, which they either identified with or not. Either way, the meme
offered an opportunity for citizens to identify with a side and personalize the meme to their
identity. “Through this formula, 99% images relied upon pathos to facilitate engagement”
(Milner, 2013, p. 2372). Likewise, van Zoonen (2005) stressed the role of the affective in
participation. Vie (2014) also addressed individual and collective identification, suggesting
“identification becomes a focus of a text – here an Internet meme” (p.9). Slacktivism has
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criticized this motivation for participation in digital activism, but scholars like Vie suggest this
small move can result in impact. I argue that organizations and causes represented by internet
memes and digital activism benefit when individual grassroots citizens are given the opportunity
to build personalized identity through identification with their cause/meme. Simple identification
with a cause by participation in an internet meme alone creates social impact because it
assembles individuals into a grassroots force propagating the retained signs of the cause. Indeed,
successful internet memes for digital activism generate an affective desire to participate and offer
an opportunity for citizens to personalize a meme to express their identity, rather than an
opportunity to alter the critical signs of the meme.
Utopian sides of the debate tend to conflate alteration of the signs of the meme, or true
polyvocal discourse, with personalization of the meme to express identities or belongingness.
However, dystopian sides of the debate erroneously suggest the smaller scale intent,
personalization of the meme to express identities or belongingness, of the participant diminishes
the opportunity for social impact. Conversely, the more participants that identify with the meme,
the greater likeliness that eventually critical mass will be approached for grassroots advocacy
and the meme becomes contagious.
The campaigns discussed in this review displayed this characteristic. An opportunity to
identify with the cause was offered through uptake of the meme. There was a template for
participation. An affective appeal was presented to citizens with an opportunity to identify in a
specific and explicit way. Freedom to personalize the meme existed; however, freedom to
significantly deviate from the original signs would affect copying fidelity and jeopardize
recognition as a member of the collection of texts of that particular meme. Ultimately, through
this review of scholarship on memetics and digital activism, multiple nuances emerged that
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suggested the need for further research such as #TheFaceOffChallenge. These included kairotic
timing, prescribed participation, semiotic transmission in varying degrees (virals, memes, and
remixes), affective elements accessed in the spaces between cultural signs of memes and pop
culture, personalization expressing identities, and assemblage into forces of grassroots advocacy.
Composing with these factors in mind and learning how to leverage them may be fruitful in
generating consistent social impact via internet memes in digital activism and citizenship. The
next chapter will discuss how #TheFaceOffChallenge was developed to experiment with these
nuances within the breast cancer cause.
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CHAPTER FOUR: MOVING TOWARD DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP
#THEFACEOFFCHALLENGE
The opportunity to elevate the breast cancer movement and pink ribbon culture to the
next level exists as it increasingly traverses physical and digital spaces and responds to
pinpointed criticism. The most important values and principles that seem to have gone awry in
this cause are individualism over collective activism challenging “truths,” excessive femininity,
and prioritizing money as the currency of power. Additionally, reinventing and updating the
breast cancer movement in a social media context is warranted and long overdue. The research
portion of this dissertation involved developing, deploying, and measuring a memetics-based
digital citizenship counter-effort, #TheFaceOffChallenge, which strived to better engage digital
citizens by fostering both participation and dialogue while attending to the above-mentioned
concerns. This chapter expands the current public conception of ribbon philanthropy by
explaining how it interplays with counterpublic conceptions and provides direction for
forthcoming digital counter-efforts such as #TheFaceOffChallenge by explaining the factors that
influenced its design. While the focus of this project is on the breast cancer cause and expanding
approaches to ease this specific social issue, the topics discussed will likely apply to a variety of
causes and my hope is that readers will begin to consider how this information may transfer to
fostering digital citizenship for the social issues they care about.
Paradoxically, while pink ribbon culture originated from the collective activism of the
women’s movement and increasingly has moved online and has further reach, it is imbued in
modernist individualist qualities. Orgad (2005) researched the activities of patients evident in
online breast cancer forums and found that while patients advocate for being and feeling
empowered, they continue to “look inward rather than outward” (p. 154). In other words, online
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activity is directed at self-experience and identity building rather than toward outward activism.
Additionally, “patients’ networks seem to mainly reproduce similar forms of association,
vocabularies, practices, and relations to those that are dominant in the wider culture of breast
cancer” (p. 154). Thackeray, Butler, Giraud-Carrier, Rollins, and Draper (2013) uncovered
similar results in their analysis of Tweets during Breast Cancer Awareness Month by Twitter
users. The general public currently reproduces dominant pink ribbon culture discourse, most
often failing to add to it or challenge it. Excessive femininity and money as the desired action are
also problematically replicated.
Organizations such as the American Cancer Society and Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation lead the dominant discourse surrounding pink ribbon culture. In addition, other
organizations with varying messages work alongside them and much can be gleaned from the
approaches of these alternative organizations and how they broaden the conversation. Kopelson
(2013) contrasted Breast Cancer Action (BCA) to Breast Cancer Fund (BCF) and determined the
latter as a cancer organization that was more rhetorically successful in bridging the general
public from pink ribbon culture and bringing them into a proactive environmental approach.
Kopelson (2013) referred to this successful rhetorical move as the “individualist/activist split” (p.
111). BCF rooted their argument in dominant beliefs and edged audience members toward new
beliefs, also offering multiple levels and opportunities for action. Specifically, BCF targets the
same audience as pink ribbon culture, a white, middle- to upper-class, domestic woman
consumer, steeped in traditional family ideology and values. Women are implored to evaluate
and control the products they expose their family to in the home; the message being that many
household items and products contain toxins that may be linked to cancer. The call to action is
still individualistic, though audience members can click a link to learn more about collective
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activism. The appeal still allows the audience to adhere to traditional feminine ideals. While
there is still a link to donate money and appeals to buy new and expensive natural products only
apply to the economically able, the main request is that women control their personal household
environment. BCF successfully links to mainstream discourses and beliefs, but pushes
boundaries by injecting some new ideas and offers new opportunities for action. Many criticisms
could still be made about BCF, yet the organization successfully offers accessible limited steps
toward collective activism. BCA is discussed as a more ideal collective activist organization that
serves as a vocal “watchdog” (Breast Cancer Action, 2017) exposing the ills of pink ribbon
culture. However, BCA is too far a leap from pink ribbon culture to seamlessly convert the
general public and is often viewed as off-putting. BCA also continues in the pursuit of raising
money and centrally controls the highly political direction of the organization.
Though these two organizations advance toward collective outward activism in
comparison to pink ribbon culture and add additional perspectives, money and femininity remain
as problematic values. Reducing the excessive femininity still apparent in BCF and the emphasis
on money as the currency of power in BCA are useful next steps toward new supplemental
counter-efforts. Additionally, the current digital efforts of most cancer organizations remain unidirectional, distributing one-way authoritative messages from their websites and social media
accounts. By better fostering multi-way conversations on social media, the diverse perspectives
of these various organizations and interested citizens could better contribute to a crowdsourced
dialogue.
New counter-efforts may realize more inclusive and impactful engagement by focusing
on collective outward activism, reducing femininity, de-emphasizing money, and fostering ad
hoc virtual counterpublics. This is the specific approach I attempted to enact through the design
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of #TheFaceOffChallenge. My goal was to more effectively engage the general public through
leveraging qualities of memetic transmission. I aimed to achieve accessible collective feminist
activism and dialogue through the affordances offered by social media. Most importantly, a
counter-effort such as #TheFaceOffChallenge must work alongside both the dominant pink
ribbon culture and counter-organizations, additionally engaging individual citizens. Each of these
entities work toward a common goal of easing the burdens of cancer, yet their approaches and
opinions vary. Existing scholarly work on publics and counterpublics proves helpful in
understanding how these entities work together and how new supplemental digital approaches
aimed at engaging digital citizens can fit in.

The Public, Counterpublics, and Nomadic Activism

#TheFaceOffChallenge aimed to assemble an ad hoc counter-effort in pink ribbon
philanthropy aimed at creating collective outward activism, reducing femininity, and deemphasizing money. Additionally, it sought to exemplify a specific conceptualization of the term
counterpublic even though it is best considered a counter-effort due to its small size. Feminist
theorists Felski (1989) and Fraser (1990) advocated for a conception of counterpublics further
explicated by Pezzulo (2003) as “arenas for resisting dominant spheres of public life” (p. 347).
These scholars suggest there is space for a range of publics/counterpublics to coexist, overlap,
and negotiate issues. This section builds from Pezzullo’s conceptualization of the
public/counterpublics to reimagine the range of counterpublics working to ease the breast cancer
health crisis. In an effort to shift toward approaching health care campaigns from a memetic
transmission social media-based collective activist goal, I additionally introduce the concept of
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the nomad, a non-material conglomerate within a network that embodies evanescent impact
(Critical Art Ensemble, 1994, pp. 784-785). This section then further develops and details
#TheFaceOffChallenge, my own digital nomadic counter-effort in the breast cancer health
movement, which served as the research project for this dissertation. #TheFaceOffChallenge
sought to gradually bridge individuals from pink ribbon culture to collective digital activism
drawing from effective aspects of existing counterpublics: the body as a site for activism,
personalization, identity building opportunity, humor, an affective element, fleeting and kairotic
materialization, and memetic/viral quality.
Habermas (1962/1989) initially defined the public sphere as “the sphere of private people
coming together as a public” and later scholars broadened the concept into a “notion of multiple,
sometimes overlapping or contending, public spheres” (Calhoun, 1992, p. 6). Pezzullo (2003)
developed the public sphere further as a set of “complex relations among multiple spheres” and
in the spirit of feminist politics, suggested, “we pay attention to power relations” (p. 348).
Ultimately, the public and counterpublics are disproved as existing in opposition and scholars
prefer approaching them as “public dialogues reflect[ing] a multi-faceted negotiation of power,”
emphasizing “discursive engagements” and discourse around issues of interest (Pezzullo, 2003,
p. 349). Additionally Calhoun (1992) claims rather than approaching the public sphere as a
singular or as multiple oppositional entities, “it might be productive rather to think of the public
sphere as involving a field of discursive connections … a network” (p. 37).
Kopelson (2013) suggested, “‘breast cancer culture,’ singular, does not exist” and drew
on Klawiter’s (2008) concept of “multiple ‘cultures of action’ (COA’s)” (p. 108). Kopelson
offered the comparison of Breast Cancer Action (BCA) and Breast Cancer Fund (BCF) in
relation to the dominant pink ribbon culture to demonstrate that a range of
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public(s)/counterpublic(s) coexist. This analysis, albeit focusing on constitutive rhetoric,
illustrates Pezzullo and others’ conception of a range of public(s)/counterpublic(s) rather than a
binary.
BCA and BCF operate from a standpoint of prevention of breast cancer by considering
potential causes linked to environmental toxins, rather than a reactive approach that treats breast
cancer after diagnosis. In other words, pink ribbon culture stresses diagnosis through early
detection, whereas BCA and BCF approach the issue proactively by considering causes. BCA
operates more explicitly as an oppositional activist organization, while BCF straddles pink
ribbon culture and activism. BCF works from hegemonic beliefs buried in pink ribbon culture
and gently pushes boundaries toward activism. For instance, the call to action is still a primarily
individualist request for middle- to upper-class domestic women to safeguard their individual
family’s environment by controlling potential toxins in the home. However, opportunities for
outward collective activism are offered through links to learn more about activism. BCF, then,
functions as an overlapping counterpublic in conjunction with both pink ribbon culture and BCA,
and a discursive engagement becomes visible as these organizations work together to create a
dialogue attempting to negotiate power.
Potts (2004) introduced “a new kind of political engagement between experts, politicians,
and the public” (p. 551) or citizen-science-informed counterpublics seeking to ease the breast
cancer health crisis. Popular epidemiology, similar to BCA and BCF, aligns with the
environmental approach to uncover causes of breast cancer and mobilizes “laypeople [to] detect
and act on environmental hazards and disease” (p.552). Potts compared the work of California
Bay Area activists and Marin Breast Cancer Watch, a group in the UK, both operating on a
popular epidemiology, citizen science, basis.
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Potts offered an important distinction between a volunteer and an activist. Pink ribbon
culture, as well as BCF, relies on individuals as volunteers, rather than activists. The volunteer,
as developed and promoted by the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton administrations as well as
mainstream cancer organizations (King, 2010b), operates individually inward, whereas activists
act collectively outward. Volunteers seek individual knowledge and empowerment; activists
strive for collective knowledge and empowerment. These counterpublics, as well as BCA,
engage individuals as activists through protesting and engaging in citizen science. An interesting
point offered by Potts is that a contextual difference exists between volunteers and activists that
involves “how activists position themselves in relation to ‘science’—epidemiologists and cancer
research agencies—to policy makers and to politicians, and thus to the legitimacy of knowledge
and governance” (Potts, 2004, p. 557). Activists are angry and challenge. Conversely, volunteers
happily accept the status quo presented by the organization. Potts, like Pezzullo, asserted, “It is
commonplace, in this context, to position the relationship between science and society, between
activists and the establishment, as oppositional (Fischer, 2000, pp. 121-123), but a more
sophisticated taxonomy is needed to explain the complexities of the participants’ positions in
relation to the aetiology and primary prevention of breast cancer” (p. 567). Further, Potts’ work
revealed, like Pezzullo’s, “a more complex network of relations between communities of
interest, in which a common purpose and shared ideology forge the pathways of dialogue” (p.
568).
So far, publics and counterpublics have tended to be conceived in terms of organizations
or defined groups, but I assert this need not be the case. I leverage the concept of the nomad,
again a non-material conglomerate within a network that embodies evanescent impact, to clarify
my point (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987; Critical Art Ensemble, 1994, pp. 784-785). The Critical Art
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Ensemble (CAE) in 1994 forecasted the increased potential for nomadic decentralized activism
on a virtual rather than physical turf. CAE’s prediction has not yet been fully realized. Yet with
the recent popularity and increase of internet memes attempting activism, I believe they represent
popular experimentation and development of nomadic potential for public activism in the issue
of causes. The nomad is an invisible or only temporarily visible act that is difficult to trace.
Nomadic action is quasi-temporal and short-lived. Connections only materialize as long as they
are effective. Debate exists regarding whether the nomad only protests power structures or can
work alongside them. I assert the nomad can be employed for both or can operate on a spectrum
as a counter-effort, but what is of interest here is the potential application of a nomad structure in
fostering overlapping and accessible, yet supplemental, collective activist and knowledge work
for causes amassing individual digital citizen efforts. Additionally, the nomad concept is central
to this approach in that it functions alternatively to a concrete organization and therefore doesn’t
require fundraising to operate, offering the unique potential to transform health philanthropy.
Next, I seek to apply aspects gleaned from the above analysis in order to create a new
unique counter-effort that pushes pink ribbon culture slightly further toward activism, leverages
decentralized nomadic potential offered by social media, incorporates embodied performance,
humor, desire to build identity, and increases affect. Additionally, I draw from criticisms of pink
ribbon culture and limitations of prior efforts. Again, the most significant criticisms of pink
ribbon culture center around reactionary science-based health education and research avenues,
feminism, politics, cause-based marketing, consumerism, fundraising, and philanthropy focused
on volunteerism rather than activism and Chapter two provides a comprehensive analysis if
needed before moving on.
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Wake Up about Makeup: #TheFaceOffChallenge

#TheFaceOffChallenge aimed to mitigate some of the criticisms of pink ribbon culture,
but like BCF sought to gradually push boundaries and move participants from pink ribbon
culture to a counter-effort that travels a tolerable amount of degrees on a spectrum toward a new
view. #TheFaceOffChallenge served as a social media-based nomadic effort that was visible
only as it created impact. The challenge was kairotically timed to leverage the strengths of
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month. In October 2017, as pink ribbon culture ramped up
with fundraising events, pink ribbon products, and early detection narratives,
#TheFaceOffChallenge implored social media users to challenge family and friends to engage
with content which they were encouraged to personalize with their opinions and own picture.
The campaign promoted another less-heard proactive approach to cancer, “Wake Up About
Makeup,” which urged the public to evaluate and reduce their use of makeup and personal care
products. This simple action targeted many of the criticisms of pink ribbon culture, from
reducing consumerism, to exposing pinkwashers, to reducing overly feminine ideals of beauty; it
also advocated for collective activism. Participants were given instructions to take a photo of
themselves reducing the number of products or cosmetics applied to their body. Ideally the
participant would wear no makeup, hence the name #TheFaceOffChallenge. However, the
campaign allowed various degrees of participation from no makeup to reduced product use.
The campaign approached the breast cancer issue similarly to proactively and
environmentally focused organizations like BCA and BCF. However, the focus was on toxins
people choose to apply to their bodies through their use of beauty products, rather than
environmental toxins. In this sense, this campaign leveraged the body as a site for accessible
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activism and a slate for a creative embodied affective performance, edging participants toward
activism and away from volunteerism. Body-based feminist protest was made accessible by
shifting the focus from breasts to the face. Exposing mammography scars and breasts has been
the primary site for breast cancer body activism prior to this campaign, which problematically
limited body activism to willing survivors. This campaign was not restricted to women, but the
majority of participants were women. An invitation for men to participate additionally opened a
possibility for humorous memes, which is an aspect identified to be associated with successful
memetic and activist activity (Pezzullo, 2003, p. 356; Knoebel & Lankshear, 2007, p. 218).
Potts (2004), among other authors and organizations, have drawn attention to the
potential role of cosmetics and body products in breast cancer (p. 556); “Phthlates and other
chemicals identified as endocrine disruptors” still exist in some products (Potts, 2004, p. 556).
The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, a subset of BCF (2017) and project involving spokeswoman
Annie Leonard (2010), highlight the fact that United States regulations concerning ingredients
contained in beauty and personal care products had not been updated since 1938 and other
countries, particularly the European Union, have banned or restricted 1300+ ingredients linked to
cancer that remained unregulated in the United States. At the time #TheFaceOffChallenge was
created, only 11 ingredients were prohibited or restricted by the US Food and Drug
Administration, essentially leaving cosmetic corporations self-regulated. In fact, health issues
proven to be linked to toxic chemicals absorbed into the body from beauty and personal care
products include skin allergies, learning disabilities, infertility, birth defects, reproductive
problems, cancer, brain/liver/kidney abnormalities, respiratory irritation, and hormone
disruption. Sixty percent of what a person applies to their body is absorbed directly into the
bloodstream and babies and children absorb 50-60% more than adults.
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Particularly alarming are chemical sunscreens in cosmetics and sun products that are
recommended by doctors and health organizations urging people to directly apply chemicals to
their bodies on a daily basis. This example illustrates how #TheFaceOffChallenge extended
beyond breast cancer to other cancers, such as skin cancer, and is a campaign that could be
adopted by other causes too. For example, after Breast Cancer Awareness Month ends,
November moves into a men’s health awareness month, nicknamed Movember (Movember
Foundation, 2017), which implores men to grow moustaches and beards to generate awareness
for men’s health. #TheFaceOffCampaign bridged nicely into a memetic appropriation for this
cause traversing gender. A post at the end of #FaceOffChallenge asked women to tag men they
wanted to challenge as Movember began.
#TheFaceOffChallenge also counteracted heterogeneous ideals of feminine beauty by
suggesting less product is more and encouraging raw makeup-free beauty. The campaign also
attempted to reverse the significant historical connection between cosmetics and pink ribbon
culture that began in the early 1990s through Estee Lauder and Self Magazine’s early pink ribbon
partnership and is continued through the pink ribbon product craze (Din & Pool, 2011).
Noteworthy here is the fact that the United States cosmetics industry is a $71 billion endeavor
(BCF/Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, 2017; Leonard, 2010), greatly involved in cause-based
marketing to women, particularly during Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Some cosmetic
companies are pinkwashers and most are advocates of ultra-feminine ideals of beauty.
#TheFaceOffChallenge appropriated color much like pink ribbon culture, yet the color
was a return to peach. Charlotte Haley initially created the breast cancer awareness ribbon in the
early 1990s as a handmade peach ribbon attached to an activist card stating, “The National
Cancer Institute annual budget is $1.8 billion, only five percent goes for cancer prevention. Help
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us wake up our legislators and America by wearing this ribbon” (Moore, 2008, p. 66). The
ribbon was altered in the course of pink ribbon culture development to become an ultra-feminine
pink. Peach is close enough to pink to be recognizable as related to pink ribbon culture memes,
yet it is different enough to cause the public to wonder why it is different.
#TheFaceOffChallenge instructions supplied directions, templates, and links to tools that allowed
participants to upload a photo of their own naked (product/cosmetic-free) face. The suggested
tools assisted in applying a peach-colored overlay. This option was offered to ease participants’
apprehension about sharing a photo of them that may not adhere to dominant feminine ideals of
beauty. In other words, the peach overlay camouflaged imperfections while positioning the
image recognizable as related to #TheFaceOffChallenge group of texts. Additionally, a space
was created to create a shock value and affective response as people personalized their photo and
engaged with the invitation to reveal their raw face. Participants that may have been timid about
posting a photo of themselves without makeup had the option to utilize a stock image with a
peach overlay which was provided or they could opt to reduce the number of products they use
rather than fully abandon makeup. The need for this option became clear after casually speaking
with members of the target audience.
Participants were asked to participate during National Breast Cancer Awareness Month, a
kairotic moment, on Facebook. Facebook was chosen as the main platform for rolling out
#TheFaceOffChallenge because the target audience demographic, current pink ribbon culture
supporters, typically consists of middle-aged, middle-to-upper-class women who are most likely
to utilize Facebook over other mainstream platforms such as Twitter and Instagram.
Additionally, Facebook offers the ability to boost posts to specific audiences, one of which is
breast cancer supporters. Another layer of targeting is geographical location. So, thousands of
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breast cancer supporters could be targeted on this platform. The hashtag #TheFaceOffChallenge
was added to posts and visual content in order to facilitate tracing any traversing to other
platforms such as Twitter and Instagram. The initial content for the campaign was distributed as
posts containing criticism-oriented visual memes along with text with more information. The
visual memes were based on a version of the widely-recognized someecard memes that currently
circulate online (line drawing of a person on a colored background with a sarcastic comment
such as the sample below).

Figure 4: Content Template
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The banner below served as the main “ad” on the Facebook page asking people to
participate in the challenge.

Figure 5: Facebook Page Banner

Participants were asked to:
1.

Create a #TheFaceOffChallenge profile photo using the peach overlay tool and a

photo of their raw self wearing no cosmetics OR reduced cosmetics OR participants
could upload the provided stock profile photo for the campaign (included peach overlay).
2.

Upload their #TheFaceOffChallenge photo as their profile picture on Facebook

during Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Participants also shared selfies wearing no/less
makeup as an option.
3.

During October, National Breast Cancer Awareness Month, share and like the

provided visual memes and scripted short texts. Messages urged participants and their
friends to evaluate body products for potential links to breast cancer, reduce product use,
and gently highlight criticisms of pink ribbon culture via sarcastic memes.
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4.

Participants were explicitly and implicitly invited to create their own versions of

the campaign’s memes. Gaps and templates for participation were provided.
5.

A post about Ribbon Cutting, a game for breast cancer activism, was provided so

participants could discover more about how to employ memes for digital activism and
citizenship.
6.

Each day consider which products they applied to their face, opting for natural

products over those that include chemicals, or fewer products overall.
7.

Challenge friends to participate too!

#TheFaceOffChallenge did not overtly challenge consumerism, as the ideal is too far
ingrained in pink ribbon culture and would be too far of a leap for the general audience.
However, the challenge fostered consideration of which and how many products are applied to
bodies, which indirectly could exert consumer-based pressure on pinkwashers, those companies
whose products are not congruent with health. The only monetary aspect involved in the
challenge had to do with purchasing fewer cosmetics and body products. Interestingly, this
reduced the economic resources required to participate, bringing populations excluded from pink
ribbon culture into the cause.
Participants were not asked to raise money as volunteers. Outward collective activism
became the currency of power, rather than money. Because money was not pooled, participants’
philanthropic power couldn’t be co-opted or coerced. Politics were lessened with an absence of
money. #TheFaceOffChallenge additionally didn’t take a stand on early detection, shifting the
focus from reactionary to proactive. This choice also limited the positioning of the public solely
as health consumers. #TheFaceOffChallenge did not pretend to solve the breast cancer crisis.
However, it intended to interrogate and draw attention to aspects of pink ribbon culture that are
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problematic and limiting while making breast cancer activism accessible. Accessibility, access,
and activism were increased by:
•

lowering the economic resource requirements to participate;

•

reducing positioning as a consumer while at the same time leveraging it to put pressure
on pinkwashers;

•

transitioning to virtual activism over physical;

•

de-emphasizing science, technology, and pharmaceuticals;

•

broadening ideals of feminine beauty while seeking to lessen the gendering of the cause;

•

and offering identity building, affect, and humor aspects in order to increase memetic
transmission.
#TheFaceOffChallenge most importantly edged away from individualist inward behavior,

yet provided an outlet for the individualist tendencies imbued in pink ribbon culture. Participants
still monitored and evaluated their own bodies or selves, building off pink ribbon beliefs of
personal responsibility for bodily surveillance accrued via early detection and science narratives.
Participants were also afforded an individualized identity building or personalization activity that
was compatible with aspects of social media and memetic success.
#TheFaceOffChallenge was decentralized, originating outside of an organization and
amassing individuals in a collective activist force of virtual representation of bodies.
#TheFaceOffChallenge memes retained their central messages both gently countering and
overlapping with pink ribbon culture through language and color, but also allowed some
personalization through the photo, provided templates, and opportunities to comment.
#TheFaceOffChallenge pushed harder toward activism in that it eliminated the call to donate and
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explicitly fostered added commentary and memetic transmission by providing templates and
gaps. The word challenge was significant in that it invited participation without a lot of rules.

Ribbon Cutting, A Game for Breast Cancer Awareness

#TheFaceOffChallenge research project aimed to foster and generate much-needed
knowledge about transformed forms of activism and citizenship evolving on social media
platforms. Campaigns such as the Ice-Bucket Challenge, the Human Rights Campaign, and the
Occupy Wall Street movement represent experimentation by prosumers (Jenkins, 2009a; Jenkins,
2009b) seeking to employ their skills as digital citizens. According to the research described in
earlier sections, becoming an effective digital citizen has been understood as involving activist
activity and digital activism has been demonstrated in the transformation of viral to memetic
content. Therefore, internet memes exhibit potential as a genre for digital citizenship and
activism because they leave gaps for and invite memetic participation. Yet, prosumers have only
begun to realize the opportunities for activism within the genre of internet memes. So, I included
a post about and link to Ribbon Cutting, a game for breast cancer activism, in the campaign.
Ribbon Cutting is a digital Twine game that seeks to elucidate the hegemonic meanings
of the pink ribbon, while simultaneously challenging and supplementing them. The non-linear
game playfully builds from viewing the pink ribbon itself as a meme (Blackmore, 1999;
Dawkins, 1976; Shifman, 2014), or cultural replicator; a genre (Wiggins & Bowers, 2015), or
format for entry into a conversation; and an immutable mobile (Potts, 2014) organizing dialogue.
From this theoretical lens, the game furthermore leverages the genre of memetics and its inherent
irony to gradually and humorously move players from dominant views on health philanthropy to
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supplemental directions. Indeed, Ribbon Cutting seeks to defamiliarize or highlight the implicit
entanglement of actors and belief systems underlying the cause.
Awareness ribbons serve as powerful symbolic containers organizing semiotic systems of
visual simulacra or signs into an easily accepted narrative (Baudrillard, 1994). Typically,
awareness ribbons representing causes function as virals (Shifman, 2014), or packets of
information shared as intended by an original author. Ribbon Cutting, as an interactive game,
unpacks the semiotic signs that collectively function in constructing the complex breast cancer
narrative that currently traverses society as a viral message. These simulacra function in a system
to direct two dominant breast cancer simulations: individual health ideals and collective directed
philanthropy (fundraising). Ultimately, Ribbon Cutting, complementary to the
#TheFaceOffChallenge, boldly advocates for a new paradigm (Kuhn, 1970) in health
philanthropy that prioritizes grassroots digital citizens’ networked activity over fundraising as
the currency of power and change.
The aim of including Ribbon Cutting was to demonstrate how individual citizens may
leverage the affordances of internet memes and social media to expand digital citizenship beyond
virality by fostering participatory culture, activism, and dialogue. The inclusion of Ribbon
Cutting exhibited a digital process through which citizens could be guided from hegemonic
beliefs about causes to subtly and personally challenge and enhance directions for causes. Ribbon
Cutting, albeit about breast cancer, modeled a process and approach that has the potential to
impact any of the causes that digital citizens deem important presently or in the future. In other
words, the intent of including Ribbon Cutting was to mentor digital citizens, demonstrating how
internet memes could serve as a genre to communicate various perspectives. Ribbon Cutting can
be accessed at http://www.ribboncutting.org.
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This chapter has served to illustrate how counterpublics and counter-efforts can work
alongside the hegemonic public views of causes to ease social issues by engaging digital citizens.
Ad hoc nomadic counter-effort campaigns such as #TheFaceOffChallenge can serve as
supplemental attempts leveraging social media to foster multi-way dialogue and engagement
around causes that could lead to new solutions. #TheFaceOffChallenge was detailed and
developed in this chapter as a campaign consisting of a collection of internet memes aimed at
ameliorating the criticisms of pink ribbon culture, promoting digital activism and citizenship
over awareness, and inviting participatory memetic transmission. The campaign was also
supplemented by Ribbon Cutting, a game for breast cancer activism, which modeled and fostered
digital activism utilizing the genre of internet memes. In the second half of this dissertation,
results, additional considerations, and two deliverables will be shared as outcomes of
#TheFaceOffChallenge. It is my intent that the scholarly knowledge regarding digital citizenship
gained from this research project and its deliverables explicitly transfer across causes as this
dissertation becomes less focused on the breast cancer cause and more focused on understanding,
fostering, and measuring digital citizenship and engagement.
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CHAPTER FIVE: WORKING IN ALGORITHMIC ENVIRONMENTS AND ACCESS
TO DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP
The results of #TheFaceOffChallenge inspired and necessitated the creation of two useful
deliverables or tools for scholarly and applied professionals interested in fostering digital
citizenship: 1) a model visualizing, naming, assigning value, and broadening a spectrum of
engagement, and 2) a new methodology for visualizing and valuing social media engagement
and effect in small to medium-sized campaigns. The second half of this dissertation will share
my experience in deploying #TheFaceOffChallenge and developing these deliverables and will
illustrate how these tools can be leveraged to better understand and nurture digital citizenship,
utilizing #TheFaceOffChallenge as a case study. This rest of this dissertation will, therefore,
alternate between describing the roll out, analysis of data, and results pertaining to
#TheFaceOffChallenge, describing the development of new tools, and reviewing scholarly
literature to develop and support these efforts. In particular, this chapter attends to the topics of
working in algorithmic environments and access, which emerged as significant factors requiring
further evaluation and discussion before the above-mentioned deliverables could be developed.

Rolling Out #TheFaceOffChallenge

Beginning October 1, 2017, I began boosting #TheFaceOffChallenge posts on Facebook.
Boosting posts on Facebook is an action where an author may pay money to have posts displayed
in specific and relevant users’ information feeds. The audience for #TheFaceOffChallenge
initially included adult women ages 18-65+. Within the boosted posts configurations, options to
target users who had in some way expressed interest in the breast cancer cause were available.
Configurations to select users in specific geographical regions were also offered. To start, I chose
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to boost posts to women ages 18-65+ in Orlando, Florida, my hometown, who had been tagged
within the Facebook database as breast cancer supporters. Supporters included people who had
liked posts made by breast cancer organizations such as American Cancer Society or Susan G.
Komen Race for the Cure. Actions such as sharing or liking pink ribbon visuals also classified
certain Facebook users as breast cancer supporters. I quickly learned that boosting posts on
Facebook is an activity influenced by a variety of factors such as Facebook’s profit model,
database, and preferences, which of course are proprietary, unrevealed to the author, and
implicitly coded within the algorithm. Thus, boosting posts, just like any social media marketing,
becomes a trial and error experiment.

Working in Algorithmic Environments

Beck (2016) asserted that algorithms, such as those displaying posts on social media
feeds, function as persuasive rhetorical objects implicitly making significant informational,
financial, and social decisions: “Persuasive computer algorithms are written-only language
objects with encoded agency, transactional invention, and embedded values, beliefs, and logics
of the three rhetorical appeals performing functions that provide the grounds for human and nonhuman change” (Beck, 2016, para. 32). Algorithms, such as those running Facebook and other
social media platforms, specifically manipulate data persuasively in three major ways: they
process and organize data; they sort and choose only some data to display, while discarding other
data; and last, they can’t escape the ideological subjectivities of their creators. Although
algorithms are non-human and exist as digital code, they are developed by humans and are
innately informed by beliefs and values, having significant rhetorical impact on real physical
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human experiences. Boosting posts, to some extent, allowed me to manipulate algorithms by
selecting who would see my posts. Yet, I maintain the algorithms are inescapable. While I could
pay to have my post displayed in an unknown user’s feed that met certain demographic criteria,
the algorithm would not display my post unless it met certain criteria, particularly in form. For
example, if a post included a high ratio of text, it was not displayed optimally. Additionally, at
the time of this campaign, Facebook algorithms preferred video content. I experimented with
video content and the video posts were displayed more often. However, engagement with video
content occurred in the form of watched videos rather than likes, shares, comments, or new
content. In other words, Facebook’s algorithms were coded with certain values and beliefs about
engagement, which likely benefit the conglomerate in terms of the type of data produced and its
use to Facebook or advertisers. Facebook’s as well as social media algorithms in general are not
developed with democratic engagement of users in mind. Rather, the focus of the developers is
data production and collection.
Simple clicks produce data that classifies users into demographics—the same
demographics I could pay to target in Facebook promotions. Facebook, as a for-profit company,
first and foremost adheres to its profit model, selling advertising. However, it is noteworthy that
Facebook has also been experimenting with options that promote new forms of engagement. At
the time of this research, new options such as additional emojis (love, anger, surprise, and
sadness, etc.), feelings (blessed, supporting, etc.), profile overlays, and a simple meme creator
(color background with text and simple shapes) became available. This demonstrates that
Facebook understands there is a fine line of balance between acquiring user data as a commodity
to sell to advertisers and providing complementary services and social engagement tools in the
exchange economy users have been groomed to expect. Social media companies control the
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exchange and, therefore, we must keep in mind that social media sites are not truly democratic
spaces, both in deploying campaigns as well as in how participants are equipped to respond.
Subsequently, I experimented with boosting posts in a variety of demographics, forms,
and geographical locations in order to manipulate algorithms: women and men; text, photo,
video, and combinations; Orlando, Manhattan, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Denver, Boston, and
Miami. Ultimately, I found a generic audience of women of all ages in major metropolitan areas
to be the most fruitful. Limiting the audience to those who were tagged as breast cancer
supporters was not helpful. Later in the campaign I did sometimes include men; however, the
core audience was women in major metropolitan areas.
Content was primarily visual. Yet, visuals always included text, and I did experiment
with some video content and ratios of text to visual content. Facebook algorithms and
preferences in content form demanded attention and experimentation with these details. The first
half of the month, posted content was primarily informational, critical internet memes—the
content planned according to the research described in the preceding chapter. The second half of
the month featured experimental posts aimed at increasing and diversifying engagement.
As this dissertation builds, details regarding important posts revealing and illustrating
knowledge about digital citizenship will be shared and analyzed in Chapter seven. Details
regarding all of the posts, significant or not, are included in the appendix. For now, viewing the
campaign as two distinct phases will be helpful in moving forward: The first phase included preplanned critical and informational content, and the second phase included subsequent
experimental call to action content. Later, the first phase functioned as a control group, which the
experimental posts were compared to in the new methodology for measuring engagement this
research has allowed me to develop.
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Upon completion of #TheFaceOffChallenge, I was left with a myriad of participation and
engagement data that did not unfold as I had expected. I had intended to scaffold participants to
eventually engage at the highest level by forming their own opinions and expressing them by
creating and sharing original content, specifically in the internet meme format through which
#TheFaceOffChallenge content was distributed and modeled. I found that participants would
engage, but generally lacked the prosumer skills and motivation required in order to create
original content such as internet memes. This lack of original content and prosumer skills lends
itself to an important discussion, and this discussion about access and literacies is warranted
because often we, as scholars, take for granted the range of skills and motivation required to
allow full access in social media engagement and participation. Therefore, the section that
follows will review stances on technology access and apply them in the realm of social media
engagement and participation.

Access: If You Build it, Will They Come?

Before distributing #TheFaceOffChallenge original content, I had developed the
campaign according to scholarly research on recent larger social movements where prosumers
exercised skills and access to social media in order to create social change online. Those
campaigns exhibited hope for the utopian ideal of the netizen, where digital citizens not only
have access to technology and the internet, but they also leverage it for the social good. Much
like the Digital Divide challenges faced in the 1990s regarding access to computers (Selfe,
1999), smaller social media campaigns like #TheFaceOffChallenge are impeded by social media
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users’ lack of engagement knowledge, literacies, skills, interest, and motivation. Access is not a
new concept in conversations about technology. However, I stress better conceptions of digital
citizenship can be developed by extending knowledge from these earlier conversations to social
media engagement. In the section that follows, I will briefly review literature about access and
literacies while extending it to social media engagement and digital citizenship.
I begin this section by introducing Selfe’s (1999) stance on access and critical
technological literacy. Selfe unpacked the political underpinnings of the Technology Literacy
Challenge of the 1990s in order to assert how decisions about access and directed use are often
made out of context for the very people to which access is being provided. Ultimately, Selfe
advocated for critical technological literacy over basic technological literacy, prioritizing
reflectively understanding the politics of technologies and how they shape our use over basic
technology skills. With social media engagement and digital citizenship, the ways we interact
socially online are shaped by for-profit platforms. The politics involved in for-profit social
platforms are endless—from the algorithms that direct what information we see, to the data our
actions produce, to understanding how that data is used for profit, to the social pressure and
motivations to participate or not participate in certain ways. Selber (2004) extended this
conversation by adding two more literacies to the insight Selfe’s critical technological literacy
provides: functional literacy and rhetorical literacy. Functional literacy explicitly addresses the
skills required to use technology as prescribed. Critical literacy involves critique of the social
and political forces shaping prescribed uses. Last, rhetorical literacy is a higher-level literacy that
positions users of technology also as reflective producers of technology. For-profit social media
conglomerates as well as social pressures shape our participation online. Through user
agreements, account configurations, default settings, behavior and information modeled and
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displayed by the interface and algorithm, new users easily learn functional participation
literacies. Typical posts and reactions are displayed in their feeds along with invitations to click
and respond accordingly. Some of these rhetorical invitations to participate in specific ways are
shaped and modeled by Facebook’s developers and critical literacy can help users understand
these concerns. Additionally, users themselves become producers and replicators of these
suggested ways of participating when they engage as prescribed. Thus, rhetorical literacy can
enable users to manipulate the platform for their own uses rather than serve as entities of
reification. To be clear, I am suggesting effective engagement for digital citizenship involves a
degree of repurposing the media and this requires high levels of literacies and access. Next,
reviewing evolved conceptions of access will be helpful.
Banks (2005) discussed access in terms of race and leveraged African-American rhetoric
as a case study to demonstrate several important points about access. While this is not a
discussion about race, Bank’s four types of access are relevant in understanding how digital
citizens can gain genuine access in terms of creating impact in collective philanthropy. Banks
began with material access. Material access involves hardware, software, and connection.
Discussions in the 1990s about the Digital Divide centered around material access. Interventions
sought to provide all citizens with material access to computer hardware, software, and internet.
However, having access to a technology doesn’t guarantee a person knows how to use it.
Functional access concerns learning how to use technologies. Instruction regarding using
technologies generally is top-down, demonstrating dominant uses of technologies. Banks
demonstrated how dominant uses of technologies may not be applicable or inspiring in the
context of the lives of marginalized populations. Experiential access concerns learning how to
use those same technologies in the context of a person’s specific situation. Experiential access
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involves learning to personalize technologies for individual purposes through experience.
Critical access occurs through the process of leveraging technology for individual purposes and
contexts, reflecting on how dominant uses and aspects of the technologies fit or inhibit personal
uses. Banks’ final stage of access is transformative, which is a culmination of the prior four types
of access. With transformative access, citizens hack and jack, repurpose and recreate, transform,
resist, and reimagine technologies and issues. Banks alluded to placing great value on the
individual experience within the collective through his metaphors of undulating soulful funk
music and patchwork quilts, and digital citizenship is no different. The individual must be
inspired or motivated through his or her own purposes to engage, and when others engage
similarly, collective momentum or critical mass develops. A movement or cause is comprised of
many related and overlapping individual subjectivities.
Eubanks (2011) also provided insight on access by analyzing the work of a marginalized
population with technology. Eubanks worked with disadvantaged women at the YWCA in Troy,
NY. Eubanks quickly realized that ironically technology was a major part of the women’s lives
even though they appeared to not have access. They worked in low-paying technology jobs such
as at call centers, and they navigated high-tech systems to receive state benefits. Technology
often impeded their lives rather than aided it. For example, they were required to uses EBT cards
to buy groceries with state funds. The cards allowed them and their private purchases to be
monitored. Eubanks ultimately found, like Banks, that in working to increase access, the women
themselves had to participate in shaping technology for their personal uses in the context of their
unique situations. Top-down digital literacy programs were abandoned and replaced by what
Eubanks termed popular technology, which shifted responsibility to peer education,
experimentation, and resources. Popular technology is based on popular education, participatory
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action research, and participatory design. Each of these movements seek to engage participants
in shaping technology for their purposes as well as co-creating knowledge, echoing Banks’
findings. Additionally, Eubanks advocated for critical technological citizenship, adding the
critical literacy factor in order to recognize power structures and work around dominant
structures to provide the additional perspectives needed to co-create knowledge. Eubanks’ work
elucidates the fact that everyday citizens, no matter their position in relation to an issue, can aid
in knowledge co-creation. In fact, Eubanks asserted that access is a knowledge creation issue.
The more perspectives, the more opportunities there are for solutions, and often marginalized
voices may provide important epistemological resources. In the case of easing the burdens of
society, particularly health issues like #TheFaceOffChallenge sought to affect, non-scientist
voices may hold important epistemological resources, while also being a collective resource for
crowdsourcing knowledge.
My work with #TheFaceOffChallenge interestingly garnered the attention of a high ratio
of minorities. I do not supply numbers for minority participation because there was no accurate
way to capture ethnicity data or correlate that data directly to a marginalized position. However,
I can claim that the profile photos of participants were much more diverse than what is witnessed
at physical breast cancer events. Remember, the breast cancer cause has been criticized as being
a middle- to upper-class white woman’s cause. #TheFaceOffChallenge illustrated as a case study
how digital platforms could be more inclusive spaces for philanthropy. While minority access to
technology is complicated, digital spaces do not require donations for philanthropy. Digital
spaces also foster multi-way communication, where philanthropy events typically feature oneway messages from speakers on a stage in positions of power. Digital spaces, then, allow for the
expression of multiple subjectivities, opinions, the sharing of data, information negotiation, and
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knowledge creation. Therefore, personal opinions and new content, especially from typically
unheard voices, are extremely valuable for building collaborative knowledge, social solutions,
and digital citizenship.
Grabill (2007) investigated the work of citizenship more directly and concurs it is
collaborative knowledge building work. Grabill evaluated two case studies where everyday
citizens worked with bureaucratic organizations to create change in their communities. Creating
change requires participating in knowledge creation and distribution as well as what Grabill
termed civic rhetoric. Civic rhetoric is both a skill as well as a form of access that involves
creating information from publicly accessible data and communicating that information in a
manner that is receptive and useful to the experts. Grabill notes that contemporary life is full of
technological, scientific, and bureaucratic complexity, which productive citizens must learn to
navigate. Once citizens have successfully communicated and gained the respect and
corroboration of knowledge authorities, their new data and information can officially supplement
existing knowledge. Grabill’s accounts of citizenship involved acquiring data by utilizing
computers and technology, and I would like update civic rhetoric to include how digital citizens
may utilize social media as a communication platform to supplement existing authoritative
knowledge about causes and social issues by sharing subjectivities, opinions, and new data to
convert it to shared knowledge. However, this is a tall order that requires high levels of access
and advanced literacies.
Applying Banks’ access principles to civic knowledge creation, material access is raw
access to information and communication technologies such as computers, internet connections,
public databases, meetings, social media, etc. Functional access is the prerequisite to civic
rhetoric: understanding how to use technologies to extract raw data from databases, knowing
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how to rhetorically communicate with experts to collaboratively create change, and finally
knowing how to use communication technologies to share the new information as accepted
knowledge. Experiential access, much like what Eubanks referred to as popular technology, is
leveraging civic rhetoric in the context of a specific social issue or cause that a digital citizen
cares about or finds relevant to his or her life. Critical access is evaluating and understanding
technological, scientific, and bureaucratic power structures while imagining work-arounds.
Digital citizens can finally achieve transformational access by hacking and jacking the system,
repurposing data to make new information, and leveraging communication technologies such as
social media to share new knowledge.
Turning to present-day communication technologies and social media, Jenkins’ (2008)
work adds a new layer of access. Much like the other authors’ perspectives on access and
literacies, Jenkins narrowed in on the value of participation in knowledge and content creation.
Jenkins coined the term participatory culture, which he illustrated through his scholarship on
popular fan culture topics such as Survivor, American Idol, The Matrix, Star Wars, and Harry
Potter. The notable aspects of participatory culture are a convergence of media, consumers who
have become participants in content and knowledge creation, and recreational participation.
Convergence of media concerns how content flows across various coexisting media and how
content is produced by both media conglomerates, as well as by those Jenkins refers to as
prosumers, or rather participants who co-create content in addition to consuming content.
Currently, much of the fan-produced content is in response to for-profit movie, television, and
book series. Jenkins wisely attended to the role of recreation and consumerism. Content is
subsidized by advertising; profit funds our entertainment; and entertainment motivates our
participation. I’m actively stretching Jenkins’ approach from entertainment to philanthropy and
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social causes, but he also agreed the space between old, new, and continually remediated media
is ripe for participation in serious knowledge and content creation. While Jenkins’ work focused
on recreational fandom of popular culture entertainment series, it still illustrates how digital
citizen knowledge and content creation is possible, sandwiched in among consumerism and selforiented pleasure, in new media.
Digital citizenship and philanthropy in new media offer a democratic opportunity for
everyday citizens to participate by creating new content and sharing additional perspectives and
new information to drive change. However, most citizens have not realized critical technological
literacy, rhetorical literacy, popular technology, transformational access, or civic rhetoric in this
arena. Most often digital citizens participate according to the accepted paradigm, liking and
sharing materials created by organizations and authorities—creating data to be sold to advertisers
about their philanthropic interests. A logical question in this discussion then becomes: How can
the higher levels of access and digital citizenship be fostered?
Daer and Potts (2016) advocated for fostering higher levels of social media access by
developing literacy practices, not skills, in the classroom, asserting, “social media users must be
given ample opportunity to practice multiple literacies for different purposes” (Daer & Potts,
2016, p. 25). They continued by noting, “We therefore prefer to think of literacy as literacies:
that is, literacies are ways of knowing, doing, and making meaning across contexts and
audiences” (p. 25). Daer and Potts cite an insightful image by William M. Ferritter suggesting
students should be learning to leverage technology as a tool in order to “raise awareness, start
conversations, find answers (to their questions), join partners, change minds, make a difference,
take action, and drive change” (p. 26). Indeed, navigating contexts and audiences and leveraging
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social media as a tool for varied subjective purposes has become the implicit proficiency of
successful digital citizens.
Digital citizens are clearly interested in causes and want to help, as demonstrated by the
great numbers of likes, shares, new options to support and donate, and the overall number of
digital social movements that have been successful. However, digital citizenship and access to it,
for the most part, are still underdeveloped and not fully understood. New knowledge is needed
regarding what is exactly going on in social media when digital citizens attempt to participate in
causes and social movements. What specific actions contribute to success and what are the
values of those actions? How can those actions and their effect be visualized? These are the
questions I faced when analyzing the participation data from #TheFaceOffChallenge.
Indeed, working in algorithmic environments and engaging on platforms offered to
participants by for-profit entities requires multiple literacies in order to achieve democratic
access to prosumer digital citizenship. In the next chapter, I begin to explicate some of the crude
actions and activities that currently comprise participation and engagement online and relate
them back to the slacktivism/activism binary. The resulting broadened spectrum of engagement
model shared in the next chapter was developed from the analysis of the specific engagement
actions witnessed in response to #TheFaceOffChallenge. However, the model was created in a
way that leaves space for future scholars and applied professionals to further develop or
customize it based on their own specific uses or as participation and engagement by digital
citizens becomes more sophisticated.
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CHAPTER SIX: A BROADENED SPECTRUM OF ENGAGEMENT AND
PARTICIPATION-SCALE METHODOLOGY
At the onset of rolling out #TheFaceOffChallenge, I was optimistically hoping to
immediately witness advanced and serious prosumer activity in the context of philanthropy and
social movements. Frankly, I was naïve and it wasn’t until later after the excitement of likes and
shares wore off that I could delve into the depths of what forms engagement currently
materializes in, what value certain actions have toward the effect of a campaign as a whole, and
what the significance of those actions is toward democratic digital citizenship. As discussed in
the preceding chapter, utopian netizen participation and engagement are a work in progress that
are influenced by properties of algorithmic environments, participation norms prescribed by
entities of power, literacies attained, and levels of access. Nevertheless, digital citizens are
actively progressing toward the netizen ideal by slowly developing literacies and levels of access
through experimentation, following prompts, and witnessing models. Before participation,
engagement, and the success of a campaign can be measured, this chapter will offer a broadened
spectrum of engagement placing and valuing engagement actions evident in
#TheFaceOffChallenge on a spectrum in order to take a much-needed step forward from the
slacktivism/activism debate. No longer are participants only liking/sharing or participating as
activists; they are capable of engaging in a variety of hybrid ways, especially when prompted and
given models. This important move away from a binary conception of success or failure will
allow authors as well as participants to make nimble adjustments within campaigns to foster
democratic digital citizenship.
Also in this chapter, I reference prior methodologies that greatly influenced me in
creating a new methodological approach (the broadened spectrum of engagement and
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subsequently a complimentary methodology) for analyzing, valuing, and visualizing engagement
and effect in small to medium-sized campaigns: iconographic tracking (Gries, 2013, 2015, 2017),
actor-network modeling and mapping (Potts, 2014), and egocentric boutique visualization
(Walls, 2017). Each of these methodologies, as well as my own, are greatly influenced by actornetwork (Latour, 2005) and activity (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006) theories and, therefore, will also
be referenced and applied to social media engagement in the context of digital citizenship.
Models and methods for visualizing and analyzing participation in digital social networks
have slowly begun to emerge. However, for the most part, I found visualizing and
contextualizing the complex and evanescent collective activity in online social networks to be a
more recent activity still under development and mostly focused on analyzing large phenomena,
leaving a significant gap in methodologies suitable for measuring and analyzing the smaller
campaigns typical of most grassroots, non-profit, and for-profit cause-based marketing efforts. In
other words, the methodologies available to social media researchers and applied professionals
are best suited to measure and analyze large campaigns such as Occupy Wall Street, the Ice
Bucket Challenge, the Human Rights Campaign, Obama Hope, major tragedy responses, and etc.
This chapter progresses to develop a new methodology better suited for analyzing small to
medium-sized campaigns, thus, filling this significant gap for social media research and applied
work aimed at recursively adjusting and improving campaigns. Indeed, this methodology serves
as a set of digital citizenship tools for use by campaign authors and digital citizens. This
methodology, which I term “participation-scale methodology,” theoretically involves:
•

working from within as a participant-researcher and campaign author;

•

assigning equal value to non-human entities such as images alongside human
actors;
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•

visualizing individual and collective social networked activity with a model (the
broadened spectrum of engagement);

•

making big data knowable and workable;

•

leveling the linear decreasing pattern from slacktivism to activism actions;

•

taking a post-centric approach;

•

graphing and visualizing collective effect on polargrams;

•

and allowing for multiple perspectives in activities directed at a common goal.

Participation-scale methodology incorporates elements from prior methodologies, but
combines and re-orients their strengths in a manner more suitable for smaller campaigns. The
aim was to create a set of digital citizenship tools for use by authors interested in recursively
improving campaigns and architecting for engagement and participation. Iconographic tracking
(Gries, 2013, 2015, 2017) greatly inspired my stance as a participant-researcher working from
within a project. Additionally, I, like Gries (2013, 2015, 2017) and Potts (2014), draw
significantly from Latour (2005) in assigning equal value to non-human entities, such as images
and algorithms, in collective outcomes. Potts’ approach also inspired me greatly in
supplementing the participant-researcher role with an additional applied practitioner aspect—
utilizing a model visualizing social networked activity as an applied tool for improvement of
participation structures. However, both Gries and Potts’ approaches are better suited to analyzing
and understanding grand displays of digital activism after they occur and, as discussed in
Chapter five, day-to day engagement actions, while they have incremental and cumulative value,
do not usually accumulate into major movements. Walls’ (2017) egocentric boutique data
visualization methodology influenced participation-scale methodology in taking a turn from big
data to small sets of workable and knowable data. Like Walls, I leverage polargrams as a tool for
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graphing engagement. However, my methodology takes a post-centric, rather than individualcentric approach, and therefore, remains focused on collective activity. This new approach,
informed greatly by activity theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006), additionally accommodates
multiple perspectives while remaining focused on measuring collective activity aimed at a
common goal. As more details about the conceptualization of participation-scale methodology
are revealed in this chapter, these authors and their influence will be drawn on more deeply.
My new approach, the broadened spectrum of engagement paired with participation-scale
methodology, allows campaign authors to measure the affect of individual posts on individuals
as well as the collective outcome of individual or cumulative campaign posts. The word affect is
employed here because what is being measured is a post’s usefulness in eliciting a specific
individual affect—causing a participant to act or engage in a desired manner. Collective action of
many participants, then, results in a campaign’s effect: ranging from indifference, slacktivism,
digital citizenship, to activism. Measuring effect in small to medium-sized campaigns has been
very difficult due to the lack of suitable methodologies and unfortunately has often been reduced
to the binary of success or failure or slacktivism versus activism. Further complicating the ability
to measure effect in smaller campaigns is the fact that collective effect is influenced by entities
beyond simple human actions. In digital citizenship environments, authors and participants
simultaneously leverage images, text, and levels of access while other entities such as platform
algorithms push and pull on outcomes as well. In this scenario, a campaign author as a
participant-researcher and applied practitioner seeks to increase the effect of his or her posts for a
cause. In smaller campaigns compared to the larger campaigns that have received scholarly
attention, a known author still has the opportunity to recursively revise a campaign, authoring
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new posts, and participation-scale methodology is an important tool authors can use to measure
the current effect of a campaign and recursively author new content.
Gries (2013, 2015, 2017) provided a useful theoretical framework for understanding
networked rhetorical activity. Taking a new materialist approach, inspired by actor-network and
activity theories, Gries validated non-human along with human entities in garnering collective
rhetorical velocity. In this sense, “things,” such as memes and images, can also accumulate
agency as they interact with people and other entities. Latour (2005) asserted that groups are
fluid and dynamic, rather than fixed and static. “Assemblages are always in flux” (Gries, 2015, p.
13). Latour (2005) also focused on the what, not prescribing how, by examining from within
rather than gazing from the outside. Participation-scale methodology follows this same approach
in the gaze of the researcher/author and works from within recursively rather than gazing from a
distance.
Latour (2005) preferred the term “matters of concern” over “matters of fact” to illustrate
that assemblages are always in a state of development, not solidified as facts. Gries agreed that
tracing human and non-human assemblages with critical proximity, from within at the current
moment, allows issues to be studied in constant evolution or states of “becoming” (p. 28). Gries
(2015) draws on Bennett (2010) and Barad (2007) to introduce new terms such as “thing power”
(p. 12) and “intra-actions” (p. 58) to clearly assign agency to both things and humans as they
entangle and collaborate, while drawing attention to the complex ecology of assemblages that
trigger consequences in the material world. Gries further argued, “Rhetoric is a distributed act
that emerges from between these affective encounters and interactions” (p. 27). Gries is
ultimately interested in rhetorical transformation, or how assemblages of people and things like
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images assemble and reassemble into often divergent material rhetorical consequences as they
enter into collective actives distributed across time and space.
Potts (2014), also working from Latour’s (2005) perspective, devised an actor-network
theory-based method for understanding and diagramming collective participation, knowledge
building, and response following disasters on social media. I consider participation in online
disaster response a serious digital citizenship activity closely related to and a form of
philanthropy leveraging social media engagement. Therefore, Potts’ work became very
influential. Potts advocated for giving more attention to the social web or current peoplepowered spaces where participants have utilized and repurposed existing tools available to create
knowledge. Potts suggested becoming immersed in these structures, tracing actors and
relationships, and acting as a co-participant, would allow those she termed information architects
to create more effective tools and experiences that appropriately support participants’ work on
the social web. Potts demonstrated how to utilize actor-network theory (ANT) as a tool for
participant-researchers and applied practitioners to map networks, participation, and
relationships. Through ANT mapping, it becomes more obvious how systems have been and can
be architected to support or foster the work of these networks and aid in communication
exchange. In particular, Potts illustrated how to pinpoint the central actor or object, identify
relevant people, places, and things, representing them with visual stencils or icons, and weigh
relationships. ANT mapping served as a significant influence in inspiring me to create a model
and methodology of my own to assist architects of smaller-scale digital citizenship campaigns in
visualizing and weighing desired levels of participation and engagement. Participation-scale
methodology, then, serves as a related tool to measure collective effect and recursively improve
architecture of the campaign.
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My broadened spectrum of engagement is a model and tool that helps campaign authors
define, value, and pinpoint desired participant actions (the clicks, likes, shares, follows,
comments, etc.). Additionally, collective measurement of effect would not be possible without
naming and assigning significance to the various individual actions. Therefore, the spectrum of
engagement and participation-scale methodology work in tandem as tools complimenting each
other. The spectrum visualizes the range of actions and choices for engagement that individual
participants are afforded in a campaign. By naming and organizing the possible actions
according to a spectrum of consumption versus creation of ideas and content, the implicit
possible graduations of engagement—indifference, slacktivism, digital citizenship, and
activism—are made explicit through visualization. By explicating possibilities and desired effect,
campaign architects can better author posts and calls to action. In analyzing #TheFaceChallenge
campaign data and authoring new posts to improve results, it became necessary to explicate a
broadened spectrum of engagement, organizing participation possibilities on a continuum of
consumption versus creation of content and ideas.
While participants in #TheFaceOffChallenge did know how to like and share, and I could
directly increase likes and shares by boosting posts, the advanced prosumer actions I was hoping
to witness such as new content creation and expression of opinions were not occurring. Initially,
however, I was excited to see users interacting with #TheFaceOffChallenge content in the form
of likes and shares. Any novice social media author would be excited to see likes and shares on
his or her content just as I was. This looming topic of how to appropriately value likes and shares
runs parallel to the slacktivism/activism debate and demanded further exploration, unpacking,
and development. In this chapter, I share the resulting model I developed illustrating a broadened
and detailed spectrum of engagement. This model helps to expand the current binary
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slacktivism/activism debate while naming and assigning appropriate value to various
engagement actions. Later, these values and additional categories of engagement will allow for a
new methodology, participation-scale methodology, to measure engagement in small to mediumsized campaigns such as #TheFaceOffChallenge. #TheFaceOffChallenge also serves as a useful
case study in the next chapter to illustrate how to utilize this new methodology for measuring
engagement.
Social media is not new and rhetors, the most sophisticated being major advertisers
employing social media professionals, increasingly are leveraging this medium to convince
regular users to take action—usually they want to move consumers toward a purchase. However,
experimentation by less-experienced authors such as small businesses, non-profit organizations,
activists, and regular users, is relatively in its infancy. In the second decade of social media use,
novice authors are just beginning to recognize and achieve access to social media as a tool for
serious outward (others)-oriented collective uses such as social action, engagement with causes,
tragedy response, social justice, and change. More commonly, some novice authors have grasped
the use of social media for individualistic inward (self)-oriented gain such as identity building
and self-promotion. This important phenomenon and its role in digital citizenship will be
revisited as the spectrum of engagement is explained.
The digital social movements that have received scholarly attention such as Occupy Wall
Street, the Human Rights Campaign, the Ice Bucket Challenge, etc., represent the beginnings of
intentional collective digital citizen-led leveraging of social media platforms for mass
engagement with causes at kairotic moments ripe for social effect and change. While these grand
movements demonstrate what is possible, they are not the norm currently and are not understood
at a level where they can be replicated. Social media professionals, those often working in
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marketing and brand development, consider and value likes and shares as engagement. Yet,
scholars and critics interrogate social media engagement and its effects (particularly on serious
issues) more carefully. When I refer to effect on serious issues, I specifically seek to enter the
scholarly and critical conversations surrounding social media as a platform to affect social
change, which is often organized around social movements, causes, and their visuals such as the
awareness ribbon and internet memes. The following new scholarly work developed in this
dissertation applies best to social causes and the organizations and individuals vested in their
advancement. However, for-profit organizations, particularly those engaging in cause-based
marketing and community relations efforts, will also find the results of this research project
useful in understanding social media efforts and their effects.

A Broadened Spectrum of Engagement

The model shared in this chapter illustrates a broadened spectrum of engagement based
on specific actions taken up by participants in #TheFaceOffChallenge. Please note these specific
actions represent only those witnessed during #TheFaceOffChallenge, which are typical
participation and engagement actions currently visible in social media. However, other actions
could emerge based on a campaign’s specific calls to action and this model allows for the
addition or adjustment of slices (representing actions) accordingly. Again, during the first half of
the month the pre-planned content distributed for #TheFaceOffChallenge was internet memebased visual and critical memes. During the second half of the month, content became more
experimental and direct with calls to action requesting participation and engagement. The
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specific content is available in the appendix, which includes summaries with each actual post and
its participation and engagement data, along with an analysis and visualization of engagement.
Specific types of participation and engagement actions witnessed during
#TheFaceOffChallenge included:
•

post clicks,

•

post reactions (likes, etc.),

•

post shares,

•

page likes or follows,

•

link clicks,

•

information-oriented comments,

•

photos and selfies,

•

self-oriented comments,

•

tags/mentions of friends,

•

others-oriented comments,

•

comments sharing an extreme position, opinion, or subjectivity,

•

and original content creation.

The model below (Figure 6) names, organizes, assigns value, and broadens the
slacktivism/activism binary into a spectrum of engagement ranging from indifference, to
slacktivism, to digital citizenship, and finally to activism. Additionally, the middle of the
spectrum (slacktivism and digital citizenship) are further broken down into sub-categories
including basic slacktivism, networked slacktivism, engaged slacktivism, informed digital
citizenship, participatory digital citizenship, and networked digital citizenship.
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Figure 6: Model of a Broadened Spectrum of Engagement

Please note this spectrum of engagement model is not intended to be perceived as linear.
It’s important to understand that a participant may enter this spectrum at any point, as indicated
by the orange arrows representing multiple entry points. For example, a participant may enter the
spectrum by sharing campaign content or at a higher level of commenting or posting their own
content such as a photo. A participant is not required to like or share campaign content before he
or she can comment or post new content. In addition, results demonstrated that participants are
most likely to engage via a one-click attention span. While it is possible a participant could
engage more than once with a post (liking content and commenting, for example), most often
participants would only engage once, and engagement occurred in a single click. Given this
finding, successful campaign authors will develop individual post content asking for the most
useful one-click call to action for their campaign. Campaigns may, however, include as many
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posts as needed with separate and subsequent one-click call to action requests to build
engagement.
Indifference, of course, comprised the highest number of actions and perhaps may be
better termed inactions. Those who saw the post and did not engage or clicked the post and chose
not to engage exhibited indifference. This may seem obvious, but indifference has often been a
category of engagement that has been ignored. By adding this category, we can better visualize
how slacktivism, even though it is not the high-level prosumer activity internet utopians would
prefer to witness, is participation with incremental value. Further, slacktivism can be divided into
various levels or degrees. In analyzing #TheFaceOffChallenge data, three major distinctions
appeared within slacktivism actions. First, post reactions such as likes, loves, wows, sads, and
angrys (emojis) emerged as the most typical basic slacktivism actions. With one click,
participants engaged on a basic level with campaign content. On a slightly more advanced level,
but still considered slacktivism, a smaller number of participants cared enough about the content
to share it. Because the content became shared within participant networks, referring to shares of
original content as networked slacktivism is helpful. Last, within slacktivism, some participants
chose to like or follow #TheFaceOffChallenge Facebook page. This category of slacktivist
participation is termed engaged slacktivism because these participants spent their one click on
following the page, which in essence gives permission for the author to continually communicate
with and request additional engagement from the participant. These three categorizations of
slacktivism assign degrees of value to slacktivist actions based on relative engagement levels,
and we can begin to visualize how the aggregation of various actions contributes to momentum.
The numbers of engagements did tend to follow a decreasing pattern from indifference to
slacktivism, to digital citizenship, to activism and this is a tendency that my developing
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methodology struggled most to accommodate. But, assigning value and categorizing engagement
actions was the first step toward being able to visualize and measure participation, engagement,
and impact.
Naming, inserting, and valuing a new category, digital citizenship, within the
slacktivism/activism debate was additionally warranted after analyzing #TheFaceOffChallenge
engagement data. Another range of participation and engagement occurred contributing more
value than slacktivism actions, but not at the level of activism. A distinguishing factor began to
become clear and that factor involved the transition from consumption of content authored by the
campaign to the sharing of new original content created by participants. Scholarly attention has
been brought to this issue previously (Jenkins, 2005; Shifman, 2014), but similar to the
slacktivism/activism debate, content consumption versus creation has been viewed as a binary.
#TheFaceOffChallenge engagement data and my spectrum of engagement draw necessary
attention to the specific participant actions illustrating degrees of content consumption and
creation. Within the digital citizenship category, shifts from consumption of content to
perspective development and expression of new content begin to occur. Personal contexts
become significant motivations for participation. Specifically, personalization of content within
the context a person cares about became a major factor contributing to the transformational
access required to advance through degrees of and achieve digital citizenship and activism.
I feel it is necessary in this conversation to briefly pause in order to consider awareness as
well as donations for philanthropy in the context of the spectrum of engagement. The current
goal of many philanthropic campaigns is awareness and/or donations. I have not included these
actions in the spectrum of engagement. However, these topics have been carefully considered.
First, awareness was ultimately not included because it is not exactly active engagement or
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participation. Awareness is not an action that is always traceable through social media actions
such as likes, shares, or comments. Awareness is elusive and features passive consumption of
content. Arguments for including awareness on this spectrum may be valid, but ultimately
awareness is enacted as a passive action or inaction. For example, a person may see an
awareness-oriented post, but not engage with it at all. Awareness may occur to some extent, but
participation does not. While awareness could occur within indifference and slacktivism due to
its characteristic of content consumption, the highest levels of awareness could also occur at the
cusp between engaged slacktivism and informed digital citizenship. For example, a high level of
awareness could be conceptualized as following the social media page of a related organization
(engaged slacktivism). In other words, a social media user clicks “follow” giving permission for
that organization to continue communication and help that person to gain awareness. If that same
user clicks links to information (informed digital citizenship) to begin to evaluate information
from a variety of sources and form a personal opinion, we begin to see a shift to digital
citizenship. So, awareness may lead to digital citizenship, but it is not a prerequisite. Remember,
a participant can enter the spectrum at any point and with awareness, a user often remains within
indifference and slacktivism, not actively responding to one-way content. Online donations, on
the other hand, are a significant action of support for a message. #TheFaceOffChallenge did not
request donations, so no data regarding online donations were captured. This spectrum of
engagement was created with the intent that slices (categories on the visual model above) could
be revised by any campaign utilizing it as a tool. So, for example, if a campaign includes asking
for donations, a slice should be added. Participation in the form of a donation supports the
mission and perspective of the campaign. Therefore, the slice representing digital donations
would likely fit again at the cusp between engaged slacktivism and informed digital citizenship
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because it is one of the highest forms of engagement where the participant is still consuming
original content. If he or she were to move into informed digital citizenship, he or she would
begin to consume content from additional sources and begin to form his or her own perspective.
Participation and engagement data from #TheFaceOffChallenge categorized as digital
citizenship actions exhibited three distinctions. The first degree of digital citizenship, informed
digital citizenship, involved a quest for data, information, or knowledge taking two forms: link
clicking or commenting asking for information. These information-oriented actions represent a
first step toward developing a personal view on an issue. Participants have not yet contributed
anything new, but begin to prepare for higher levels of participation and engagement. In other
words, they are realizing access. The next distinct category of digital citizenship participation
and engagement explicitly involves the self. Participatory digital citizenship took the form of
posting personal photos, selfies, or comments personalizing the campaign’s content to a specific
person’s life or contextual situation. For example, participants posted selfies not wearing makeup
for the cause or they commented about being a breast cancer survivor or losing a loved one to
cancer. While participatory digital citizenship could be criticized as a low-value identity-building
activity, nevertheless, subjectivities are expressed, prosumer skills and access are leveraged to
create and share new content, and momentum is generated for a cause. Indeed, participatory
digital citizenship actions are very personal and therefore motivating. The last distinction is
others-oriented action, networked digital citizenship. Networked digital citizenship included
tagging/mentioning and sharing content with specific friends and family or, in other words,
caring enough about a cause or issue to invite specific others to participate and engage as well.
Participants tagged friends and loved ones challenging them to participate with them. They also
mentioned or shared photos of friends and loved ones they wanted to honor or remember as
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cancer survivors. Networked digital citizenship exponentially expands a campaign while
increasing momentum. Digital citizens were capitalizing on access to create new content and
share subjectivities in degrees that add the self or friends and loved ones to the context of the
cause. These digital citizenship actions are gateways to activism and utopian prosumer or netizen
activity.
These digital citizenship activities also exist in a symbiotic relationship motivating
participation. Inward (self)-oriented action is best understood as providing both motivation and
momentum for both the self and others to engage with a cause. Indeed, social media participation
is a complex and multi-faceted activity, and I must be clear that my intent in this research is to
focus as much as possible on philanthropic collective activity such as social action, change,
causes, movements, and activism. However, it must also be acknowledged that these activities
will always involve individualistic motivation and participation to generate momentum.
Activism is best conceptualized in this discussion as capitalizing on access and literacies
to express an extreme position while creating and sharing new original content. The term
extreme position can indicate adamant agreement or disagreement. Sometimes participants
shared supportive or critical views. Sometimes they supported those views with data,
information, and knowledge. Sometimes they simply shared their opinions. The common
denominator, however, was they cared deeply about their position and leveraged access and
literacies to influence others. Activism is not individualist, but rather collective action aimed at
change. The spectrum of engagement and participation-scale methodology were crafted to afford
space to accommodate diverse perspectives aimed at shared goals and objectives. The shared
objective of #TheFaceOffChallenge, other cancer organizations, and the range of participants
was to ease the burdens of cancer; however, the individual perspectives and approaches
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represented by engagement actions varied. Participation-scale methodology and the spectrum of
engagement supply a space for varying actions.
Authors of campaigns must understand these categories of actions and carefully weigh
how they can best benefit from the participation and engagement of others. In other words,
campaign authors are primarily interested in persuading others. Causes wish to bring others in to
create momentum or funding for their view on an issue. For-profit organizations engaging in
cause-based marketing generally seek to capitalize on the momentum of a cause to develop their
brand positively or sell more products. But when digital citizens have the capacity to realize
access and literacies to share an extreme position or create and share their own content, careful
attention must be given to content and calls to action. For example, calls to action asking people
to personalize a cause or brand or share with others are generally safe, but a risk of criticism and
ridicule always exists.
Returning to the distinction between virals and memetics and considering semiotics is
helpful in this discussion. Virals are best understood as content retaining the original author’s
message. Content becomes memetic when it is altered in a way that changes the message.
Semiotics (Barthes, 1977; Baudrillard, 1994) refers to the implicit affective signs in a message,
visual or conjured visually through text, that comprise content. A tension between these concepts
implicitly exists in the spectrum of engagement and is also illustrated by philanthropic terms
such as awareness. Awareness, after all, suggests sharing authoritative content, not interrogating
or creating new content. Participant actions of engagement subtly play with corroborating,
sharing, supplementing, and altering ideas and content. Authors of campaigns must attend to
these possibilities, but keep in mind a campaign will not be taken up without at least the
appearance of freedom of participation. Therefore, I assert the most effective way a campaign
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author can retain control of the message while also supplying participation freedom and
motivation is to create affective semiotic visuals with calls to action that offer opportunities for
personalization, sharing, and networking. In other words, applied campaign authors must realize
the cusp between slacktivism and digital citizenship may be the most fruitful area for participant
engagement. This “sweet spot” is the environment that must be cultivated carefully to enable
conversion to donations or sales. And, the careful use of semiotics in campaign visuals affords
authors the most control in a changing media landscape where audiences now have the capacity
to alter messages. The awareness ribbon is the epitome of this, retaining the core signs and
message, but allowing for personalization, sharing, and networking. Scholars, in contrast to the
concerns of applied professionals, tend to be more interested in the utopian ideals of access,
literacies, new knowledge creation, unheard subjectivities, and activism. The spectrum of
engagement offers opportunities for insight for both audiences, but also gives attention to applied
uses because a gap in knowledge exists for those working in the field. Of course, causes may
always benefit from unheard subjectivities and new knowledge, as well as voices of the avid
supporters or activists whose perspectives are adamantly in agreement with theirs, so fostering
access and literacies aimed at directed knowledge building is also useful, but tricky. A risk of
vocal activist disagreement and criticism always exists. This delicate balance is an important area
for further research that I hope my research and new tools will inspire and help facilitate.
Measuring participation, engagement, and effect (response) are logical recursive actions
for any rhetorical campaign. An advertiser, for example, would not continue to run ads that
received no response or had little positive effect without better understanding performance and
adjusting accordingly. The difference, however, is that social media is less substantiated as a
rhetorical communication medium and is available free of cost (unless boosting posts or running
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ads). In contrast, one-way media such as radio and television are better understood, but
communications are costly. Therefore, ads on these established media necessitate serious
measurement of results. Because social media is cost effective and a multi-way communication
medium, it is accessible for causes, movements, non-profits, activists, their leaders, and everyday
users. For-profit organizations also see value in social media, but you can bet they are paying
professionals to recursively measure and revise campaigns in order to improve results—a
resource causes, movements, non-profits, activists, their leaders, and everyday users don’t have.
Up until now, little scholarly attention has been allocated to measuring participation and
engagement as a campaign is occurring, nor have possible ranges of effects beyond success or
failure been conceptualized.

Introduction to Participation-Scale Methodology

A methodology that campaign authors, as co-participants, could utilize in real time to
measure participation, engagement, and effect would be extremely useful to improve campaigns
recursively. Ideally, a methodology like this could be shared with those working in the applied
fields lacking resources to increase effect. Scholars would find it of interest to better understand
and measure the debated grey area between slacktivism and activism. Additionally, a proven
scholarly methodology would assist the developing branch of social media marketing
professionals, a closely related for-profit field of practice. The broadened spectrum of
engagement offered in this chapter serves as the basis for categorizing and assigning value to
engagement actions and, subsequently, participation-scale methodology allows numerical
graphing to visualize collective actions and effect.
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Walls (2017) recently created a smaller-scale methodology for visualizing what he
termed “boutique data” in egocentric networks. Walls’ work specifically focused on “visualizing
the social networks around individuals or ‘egocentric networks,’ as well as producing a way for
people to understand and visualize rhetorical activity in their own networks” (Walls, 2017, p.
145). Walls also implicitly leveraged activity theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006) to support the
individual’s role in collective networked activity supporting his choice to visualize rhetorical
performance in smaller-scale egocentric networks. He also asserted that reducing large data sets
in social media ecologies is helpful because it allows them to be manageable and knowable. In
essence, this research model makes rhetorical performance, such as participation and
engagement, knowable by confining it to an individual’s context and scale. The goal is not to
reduce complex networked activity, only to make it workable. Moving from the large scope
analyses and visualizations of big data sets that methodologies such as Gries’ and Potts’ models
support, to smaller-scope levels of inquiry such as Walls’ research model was a helpful influence
and shift in development of a methodology better suited to visualize and measure participation
and engagement in small to medium-sized contained campaigns such as #TheFaceOffChallenge.
Social media platforms are convenient for recording complex networked activity and
associations in quantitative, traceable, and measurable actions and clicks. Walls ultimately
employed polargrams to visualize the activities, tools, people, volume of content, and rhetorical
effort around egocentric networks. Of particular interest to my project was how Walls
categorized activities as low rhetorical effort (likes/retweets), medium rhetorical effort (status
updates, comments, in reply to), and high rhetorical effort (posts/comments) (p. 151). These are
the same types of participation and engagement activities #TheFaceOffChallenge produced an
abundance of data regarding, which I desired to analyze and visualize. My spectrum of
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engagement model operates in a complementary manner allowing an individual’s action to be
analyzed. However, my spectrum of engagement aids in valuing participation and engagement
actions in more graduated and effect-oriented terms of indifference, slacktivism, digital
citizenship, and activism, similarly, yet an additional step beyond considering rhetorical effort.
Moving from rhetorical effort to indifference, slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism is an
attempt toward measuring value and impact. Walls’ value system centered around rhetorical
effort and further allowed multiple engagements and posts to be compared as a collective whole.
The capacity to compare individual posts of a campaign in order to determine their individual
value toward indifference, slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism as well as to amalgamate
them as a collective whole and find value and effect as a campaign became a goal Walls’ method
influenced. However, rather than analyzing data from an egocentric individual’s perspective, the
new methodology taking shape would analyze from a post-centric perspective.
As mentioned before, the biggest obstacle in developing a methodology that could
measure effect appropriately was the fact that engagement ratios usually follow a linear
decreasing pattern from indifference to activism. Measuring raw engagements without
intervention with a mathematical equation leveling the linear decreasing pattern would always
result in a measurement that prioritized the high numbers of inaction or simple likes. For
example, a post will often exhibit a high number of people who saw the post and did not respond,
then the next highest category would be likes, then some comments. I hesitate to say this is
always the case, but it typically is factual. This tendency has informed the slacktivism/activism
binary and debate while leaving both scholars and applied professionals at a loss when seeking to
determine effect and value of campaigns. The goal with participation-scale methodology is to
identify, measure, and visualize implicit value in the individual posts and collectivity of small to
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medium-sized campaigns. Large social movements tend to have more obvious signs indicating
value and effect such as visible change, but participation-scale methodology can also offer these
movements great benefit in microanalysis.
I sought to utilize polargrams like Walls’ (2017) methodology, but needed to end up with
small enough relative numbers to fit on a polargram. In other words, polargrams can’t
accommodate raw numbers unless they are very small. Recording hundreds of likes can’t
generate meaning on a polargram unless they are mathematically manipulated such as by
dividing by hundreds to end up with a number less than 10. Then they can offer meaning by
being plotted as smaller manageable numbers. Here, big data is made workable, manageable, and
knowable by working with smaller numbers. Various mathematical and statistical analyses were
considered such as standard deviation, but ultimately were unnecessary. Considering individual
post measurements as a fraction or multiple of an average ultimately limited values to
manageable quantities. Participation-scale methodology generates this meaning by separating
individual campaign posts into two groups: a control group and an experimental group. Then,
new experimental posts can be compared to the control group.
In this chapter, three methodologies inspirational to the creation of participation-scale
methodology and the broadened spectrum of engagement were referenced and discussed in terms
of their influence and limitations for small to medium-sized campaigns. Participation-scale
methodology and the broadened spectrum of engagement were offered as new tools to visualize,
measure, understand, and recursively drive the effect of individual actions, posts, and entire
campaigns. Participation-scale methodology makes data workable and meaningful by comparing
a control group of posts to experimental posts and ultimately graphs manageable numbers on a
three-point polargram creating a visual dial pointing to effect. In the next chapter, instructions for
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utilizing participation-scale methodology and the formulas for calculating the totals necessary for
polargram graphing will be outlined. Additionally, #TheFaceOffChallenge will serve as a case
study illustrating how to use the spectrum of engagement and participation-scale methodology to
visualize, measure, and recursively drive affect.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: APPLYING PARTICIPATION-SCALE METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter is to expand on, further explicate, and demonstrate how to
utilize participation-scale methodology by analyzing #TheFaceOffChallenge campaign data as a
sample. Complete data and analysis for each individual post of the campaign are included in the
appendix; however, the focus of this chapter is to clearly and succinctly illustrate how to perform
participation-scale methodology, so only pivotal posts necessary to communicate the main points
have been included in the chapter. Again, participation-scale methodology essentially reduces
and graphs manageable numbers, rather than big data, representing a comparison between a
control group of posts and individual experimental posts. The methodology may also allow a
campaign author or manager to evaluate posts collectively. First, this chapter will delve into the
logistics or instructions of applying participation-scale methodology: how to retrieve data,
calculate category totals, formulas to use, graphing numbers, etc. Then to demonstrate how to
perform participation-scale methodology, the chapter will work through real data from
#TheFaceOffChallenge to calculate control and experimental group totals, comparisons,
graphing, and interpretation. Several specific posts revealing important points about engagement
will be graphed and analyzed as examples. Researchers and applied professionals alike will
likely find this case study helpful in learning how to use participation-scale methodology to
analyze their own campaigns. Also in serving as the final chapter of this dissertation, I conclude
with final recommendations for authoring and architecting democratic digital citizenship
campaigns and recommendations for further research, pedagogy, and universities.
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Extracting Data for Participation-Scale Methodology

As mentioned earlier, #TheFaceOffChallenge involved two phases. The first phase
included pre-planned internet meme-based critical information type posts and the second phase
was experimental with more direct calls to action. By viewing content as evolving recursively
and comparing the later experimental posts to the early posts which became the control group,
meaning could materialize. Campaign authors wishing to utilize participation-scale methodology
can start by identifying a corpus of control posts. Control posts do not need to officially be part
of a new campaign. Authors simply need to determine what typical engagement or participation
ratios are before actively experimenting with new content and direct calls to action. The control
group could simply be comprised of the last month of posts, or if an author hasn’t made many
posts before, the author may consider distributing 10 posts to see what happens with the
audience. Authors will likely experience that typical linear decreasing pattern of engagement
from indifference, to slacktivism, to digital citizenship, to activism, and that is okay. A new
author may find it difficult to generate data and may also want to consider investing a small
amount of money to boost posts in order to obtain baseline data and gain experience working
with audiences. Boosting posts additionally provides convenient analytics and summaries of data
to work with. However, it’s also possible to manually add up engagements by looking at posts
and recording data in a spreadsheet. In fact, it is recommended authors take this manual approach
anyway to compare analytics to the actual numbers.
A brief discussion about Facebook (or any social media) data and analytics is warranted
here. In sum, any analytics provided are rhetorical and vary depending upon the role they serve.
As an example, a distinction between the terms organic and paid reach is helpful. Reach is a term
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representing the number of people exposed to a post or content. Paid reach indicates how many
of those people saw a post because the author paid a platform to display it in someone’s feed. If a
campaign manager has boosted posts, he or she should be careful with analytics because they
often are reported in a way that showcase the effect of paid reach. Paid reach only comes into
consideration when an author boosts posts or engages in paid advertising, so reach could also be
entirely organic. Organic reach refers to the people who saw a post because a friend shared or
engaged with it or because the person himself or herself has directly engaged with this content
before. Paid and organic reach combine to determine the total number of people who
theoretically saw a post. However, what reach actually means is that a specific post was
displayed in a person’s feed. Whether they actually saw, read, or comprehended it is not known.
Analytics will often report on terms such as reach, engagement, and clicks, but fail to define
them fully. Reported numbers such as for reach, engagement, and clicks are inherently skewed
especially when boosting posts and paid versus organic reach, engagement, and clicks become
part of the total numbers. In other words, reported reach, engagement, and clicks may include
only paid or organic or both and analytics are not clear about what exactly is represented. In the
case of clicks, further confusion surfaces. Are analytics referring to post clicks, link clicks, video
views, etc.? These distinctions matter. Therefore, authors must dig in to understand the data and
engage in their own calculations to some extent. Engagement analytics appeared particularly
inconsistent across various access points for data. Analytics provided via the ads manager and
promotions tabs rhetorically supported a call to action to pay to boost more posts. Ultimately, I
cross-referenced analytics from the ads manager and promotions tabs with data accessed directly
by viewing each individual post and determined which raw numbers to calculate for the specific
categories of engagement represented on the spectrum of engagement.
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In the next subsection, details about how I manually added up engagements will be
shared. Note that the goal is working toward totals for the major categories of participation
visualized on the spectrum of engagement: indifference, slacktivism, digital citizenship, and
activism. Further, the indifference category is not of significant importance here because we are
working toward visualizing action. Indifference is a lack of action. Thus, it is not necessary to
total indifference. When an author has generated enough baseline raw data, averaging those posts
into a control group allows for a ratio, or share, of expected engagement for each category
(slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism) in the audience to be determined from which
experimental posts can be compared. Below are the complete formulas for participation-scale
methodology, which will likely be overwhelming. Therefore, this chapter will then continue to
illustrate the required processes utilizing #TheFaceOffChallenege data as a case study.

Figure 7: Participation-Scale Methodology in Theory
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Participation-Scale Methodology Instructions

1. The first step is to separate engagements into the following categories for the control group:
𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠

(1)

𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 +
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (2)
*Photos/selfies and tags/mentions are posted as comments, so be careful not to double
count them.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡

(3)

Clarification: Add all totals for each category (slacktivism, digital citizenship, and
activism) for each post to end up with a collective control group total for each category.
2. The next step is to add up all total engagements for the control group (add the results of
equations 1, 2, and 3).
3. Divide the collective totals for each category (slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism) by
the total number of engagements (for all posts included in the control group).
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(4)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(5)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(6)

Now, individual experimental posts, the entire campaign, or phases of a campaign may be
compared mathematically to the control group. Further, those ratios can be graphed and
visualized on a three-point polargram. Conveniently, visualization on a three-point polargram
materializes as a visual dial pointing to the effect of the post or campaign indicating whether the
effect was slacktivism, digital citizenship, or activism. By manipulating the numbers in this way,
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the dial has the capacity to point to slacktivism, digital citizenship, or activism rather than being
stuck at indifference or basic slacktivism as the raw numbers would.
4. The fourth step is to separate engagements into the following categories for each experimental
post that will be compared individually to the control group. If the author would like to
collectively analyze the entire campaign, comparing it to the control group, that is possible as
well by adding the collective engagements for each category for the entire campaign.
𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠

(7)

𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 +
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (8)
*Photos/selfies and tags/mentions are posted as comments, so be careful not to double
count them.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡

(9)

5. In the fifth step, add up all total engagements for each experimental post and/or for the
collection of posts that will be compared to the control group and graphed (add the results of
equations 7, 8, and 9).
6. The sixth step involves comparing the relative share of the three categories of engagement in
individual experimental posts to the control group; below are the equations. You will end up with
three small, manageable numbers to plot on a three-point polargram.
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
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(10)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 (11)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

(12)

7. Graph these three workable numbers on a three-point polargram to create a dial (triangular
shape) pointing to the effect of each post or the entire campaign: slacktivism, digital citizenship,
or activism. Figure 8 is a sample visual of a three-point polargram from a #TheFaceOffChallenge
experimental post plotting change in engagement relative to the control group. This visualization
aids in understanding that this particular post significantly shifted engagement toward digital
citizenship.

Figure 8: Sample Polargram

Finally, authors will want to relate these visualizations back to the spectrum of
engagement carefully considering where it is most beneficial to the campaign for participant
actions to be. Then, new posts can be authored and subsequently measured in order to attempt to
drive participation to the “sweet spot.” The next section vividly illustrates this process by
analyzing #TheFaceOffChallenge data utilizing the spectrum of engagement and participationscale methodology.
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The Control Group

Three of the 15 posts comprising the control group of posts for #TheFaceOffChallenge
are shared below. Each of the control group posts followed the same format and they can be
viewed in the appendix. They each included an internet meme-based visual communicating
critical information about various aspects of Breast Cancer Awareness Month paired with a
textual explanation. These messages were developed according to the major criticisms of Breast
Cancer Awareness Month discussed in Chapter two. These three posts were chosen to highlight
because the first two represent the top two posts with the highest engagement in the control
group along with the post with the lowest engagement. The other 12 posts performed somewhere
in between the range of these highest and lowest performing posts.
The following post (Figure 9), which is referred to as the “Lack of Regulation” post, was
the first post that gained significant momentum. This particular message garnered the attention of
social media users who were linked to organizations communicating similar messages. For
example, women who worked for cosmetic companies whose mission was to strive to higher
standards than what is required by Food and Drug Administration regulations shared the post to
connect and position their products positively to this message. One user in particular messaged
the page directly with more information she obtained by attending a recent government meeting
on the topic, and the post was revised with the crowdsourced information. Also noteworthy was
the fact that a link was included in the text accompanying the visual directing readers to The
Campaign for Safe Cosmetics and a related video for more information. The goodwill generated
with The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics and the for-profit cosmetic companies with
complementary missions created an impetus for these participants to share this message which
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significantly increased the reach of this post. The opportunity for these participants to promote
themselves and their organizations by personalizing the post to their personal context served as
the motivation to share. Authors can learn a great deal from this successful partnershipinfluenced post.
I’d also like to draw attention to the text accompanying these primarily visual posts. Here
the text sought to explain very complex ideas and criticism; however, the length of the text was
problematic. Long chunks of text will not be displayed without a click which may take away
from the potential of a one-click engagement. Therefore, I found the main point and call to action
must be primarily in the visual. Text may be combined with visuals, but must be short and direct.
Thus, visual communication becomes a significant tool to communicate as much as possible in
few words.
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The last time the United States government updated
cosmetics laws was in 1938. 1300+ ingredients in
United States beauty products have been banned in
other countries such as the European Union. Only
30 ingredients are prohibited or restricted by the
United States Food and Drug Administration. After
you upload a peach overlay to your profile picture
on social media and share this with your friends,
watch The Story of Cosmetics, co-created by
Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, for more
information. https://youtu.be/pfq000AF1i8

Figure 9 : “Lack of Regulation” Post

Table 1: “Lack of Regulation” Post Data
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The next post (Figure 10), which has been titled the “Mammograms” post, received the
highest level of engagement. Much deliberation was exercised in authoring this post because the
core message, while not stated explicitly, challenged the existing popular belief that
mammograms alone cure cancer. What is most noteworthy about this post is that after reading
comments closely and serving as a co-participant researcher (responding to post comments as the
campaign author and researcher), it became clear that this post was so well received because
women greatly supported the ideal of mammograms as the best directive for breast cancer
prevention and alleviating this health crisis. Participants did not understand the critical aspect of
the message, neither textually nor visually. Nevertheless, the post received engagement and
would be considered successful. Authors can glean important insight from this post. Closely
aligning with an audience’s existing beliefs can be an easy way to earn engagement, but
messages must be carefully crafted to add new information to a conversation. Navigating
existing beliefs and interjecting less popular ideas into an existing conversation is the difficult
work of activism. Activists tend to state their perspectives, new ideas, and claims boldly.
Awareness campaigns, on the other hand, adhere to existing and popular beliefs. Campaigns such
as #TheFaceOffChallenge can foster digital citizenship by bridging existing and new ideas. By
straddling current beliefs and additional perspectives, digital citizenship may be fostered.
However, here it is clear that digital citizenship buds from existing beliefs and capacity to
personalize a message. Many of the engagements appeared to support the ideal of mammograms
and personalize the message in the context of a participant’s individual life, highlighting a
person’s connection to the breast cancer cause.
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Mammograms and early detection are a significantly
worthwhile approach to breast cancer survivorship.
Mammograms are aimed at diagnosing breast cancer
in early stages, so it may be treated and removed
from the body. However, it is important to
understand that mammograms and early detection are
a reactionary approach, which should be paired with
proactive approaches to realize the greatest impact in
alleviating breast cancer as a health crisis. Proactive
approaches seek to understand what causes cancer in
order to avoid cancer diagnosis altogether.
Additionally, mammograms expose bodies to small
amounts of radiation, which hopefully in the future
could be reserved only for cases with impending
diagnosis, not prevention for the entire population.
Get your annual mammogram, but also participate in
#TheFaceOffChallenge as a complementary
proactive approach.

Figure 10: “Mammograms” Post

Table 2: "Mammograms" Post Data
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The last post (Figure 11) discussed from the control group was the “Shopping” post. This
message was posted and boosted on the day of the 2017 massacre in Las Vegas and experienced
significant difficulty in reach and engagement. Even as a paid boosted post, traffic and buzz
regarding the tragedy muted posts like this one on other topics. Neither Facebook algorithms nor
unrelated topics could compete with the volume of news, action, and reaction surrounding the
crisis. As a major news event and tragedy, this catastrophe significantly dominated social media
discourse and clicks on this day. The event continued to receive social media attention for a
while, but engagement around other topics suffered most that day. Additionally, the violent 2017
hurricane season that greatly impacted Puerto Rico, Florida, and Texas also diverted
philanthropic attention away from the typical philanthropic causes around the same time. These
unforeseen tragedies bring due attention to how philanthropy ebbs and flows between causes,
events, tragedies, and need. Events such as the two described here provide an impetus for
engagement and philanthropic activity will often sway where it is needed most. Indeed, causes
compete with each other in a world where new tragedies and injustices often arise. This is a fact
authors of campaigns can’t control. Hence, participation-scale methodology averages a control
group of posts to account for the highs and lows in a campaign.
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The marketing of pink ribbon beauty products
encourages women to apply a magnitude of products
and seldom understood substances to their bodies for
a good cause. Sixty percent of what you apply to your
skin is absorbed directly into the bloodstream. Babies
and children absorb 50-60% more than adults.
#TheFaceOffChallenge is a social media campaign
that challenges you to evaluate and reduce the number
of beauty products you use daily. To get started, take
a photo of yourself wearing little to no or reduced
makeup. Add a peach overlay and upload it as your
profile picture on social media during October.
Challenge your friends and family to participate too.

Figure 11: "Shopping" Post

Table 3: "Shopping" Post Data
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The three posts described above represent a corpus of 15 posts that were averaged into a
control group as the first step of participation-scale methodology. Averages for typical
engagement actions will then be calculated for slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism by
categorizing engagement actions and then dividing each category by the total number of
engagement actions for the control group. These numbers represent expected shares of
engagement types in an audience. From there, a campaign author may experiment with new posts
aimed at shifting engagement to specific types of engagement. Desired engagements can be
determined and better understood by referring to the spectrum of engagement.

Calculating Control Group Averages for Engagement

Following the directions below, engagements generated from the 15 posts comprising the
control group of #TheFaceOffChallenge will be separated into categories of engagement and
averages for those categories will be calculated. The calculations derived by following the steps
below are neatly displayed in Table 4 beneath the instructions. Later in this chapter, these
averages will be utilized to generate comparisons between the control group and individual
experimental posts. I will also demonstrate how to perform a comparison between the control
group and the entire campaign utilizing participation-scale methodology. Comparisons will then
be visualized and graphed.
1. The first step is to separate engagements into the following categories for the control group:
𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠

(1)

𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 +
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (2)
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*Photos/selfies and tags/mentions are posted as comments, so be careful not to double
count them.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡

(3)

Clarification: Add all totals for each category (slacktivism, digital citizenship, and
activism) for each post to end up with a collective control group total for each category.
2. The next step is to add up all total engagements for the control group (add the results of
equations 1, 2, and 3).
3. Divide the collective totals for each category (slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism) by
the total number of engagements (for all posts included in the control group).
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(4)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(5)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 = %

(6)

Table 4 illustrates organizing and manipulating the raw data with these formulas to
calculate the relative shares of engagement for slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism.
Again, calculating indifference is not necessary, because it will not ultimately be graphed, nor is
it the desired action. In other words, increasing indifference is not a campaign goal, and
hopefully new posts will be successful in shifting engagement from indifference to more
productive categories of engagement. The resulting percentages from these calculations will
allow for comparison of specific posts, new experimental posts, to what is expected, because
these percentages, the control group averages, represent typical averaged performance of prior
posts within the audience. Excel spreadsheet software or Google Sheets are excellent tools for
these calculations.
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Table 4: Calculations for Control Group

The Experimental Group

This section will provide sample content from the experimental group of
#TheFaceOffChallenge posts to illustrate how the experimental posts varied from the control
posts and how to calculate totals required by participation-scale methodology to visualize
changes in engagement in relation to the control group. Additionally, brief notable points
regarding experimentation and changes to shift engagement from indifference and slacktivism to
digital citizenship and activism will be discussed. Below are the specific steps of participationscale methodology this section models by providing tables of raw data with calculations,
participation-scale methodology graphs, and discussion of select experimental posts:
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4. The fourth step is to separate engagements into the following categories for each experimental
post that will be compared individually to the control group. If the campaign author would like to
collectively analyze the entire campaign, comparing it to the control group, that is possible as
well by adding the collective engagements for each category for the entire campaign.
𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠

(7)

𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝐶𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 +
𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (8)
*Photos/selfies and tags/mentions are posted as comments, so be careful not to double
count them.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 = 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡

(9)

5. In the fifth step, add up all total engagements for each experimental post and/or for the
collection of posts that will be compared to the control group and graphed (add the results of
equations 7, 8, and 9).
6. The sixth step involves comparing the relative share of the three categories of engagement in
individual experimental posts to the control group; below are the equations. You will end up with
three small, manageable numbers to plot on a three-point polargram.
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝐷𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 (# 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 (# 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑚 ÷ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
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(10)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 (11)

= 𝑎 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟

(12)

7. Graph these three workable numbers on a three-point polargram to create a dial (triangular
shape) pointing to the effect of each post or the entire campaign: slacktivism, digital citizenship,
or activism.
The “Selfie No Makeup” post (Figure 12) directly asked participants to engage with
#TheFaceOffChallenge by posting a selfie wearing less makeup in order to bring attention to a
new approach to breast cancer awareness that reduced femininity and consumerism while
highlighting potential connections between product ingredients and cancer. Here, the call to
action was explicit directing participants to engage in a specific way, leveraging the body as a
site for digital citizenship. The specific action of posting a selfie falls in the participatory digital
citizenship slice on the spectrum of engagement; it successfully allowed identity building and
personalization of the cause to create momentum as selfies were shared in networks. Tables 5
and 6 below organize raw data and calculate the numbers representing comparison required for
graphing. When this post was graphed utilizing participation-scale methodology (Figure 13), the
dial clearly visualized a shift from the control posts to digital citizenship.
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Visit Campaign for Safe Cosmetics and Breast Cancer Action for information about why to do this.

Figure 12: "Selfie No Makeup" Post

Table 5: "Selfie No Makeup" Post Data
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Table 6: "Selfie No Makeup" Post Comparison

Figure 13: "Selfie No Makeup" Polargram
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The “Fill in the Blank” post (Figure 14) experimented with pushing engagement toward
activism. Here, the post explicitly asked for original opinions by sharing the critical meme
template with a fill in the blank call to action. I created this experimental post lowering the effort
and access levels required to participate by directly asking for meme content (opinions and
perspectives via commenting) after it became clear participants did not possess the functional
technology skills required to create and post their own memes. Earlier posts in the control group
lightly encouraged Facebook users to create memes using a meme generator link in the
accompanying text. I had uploaded my meme template and included instructions, but I found my
call to action was not direct enough, was buried in text, and required too many clicks. The “Fill
in the Blank” post better accommodated varied levels of access, functional technology skills, and
motivation. Some participants replied with opinionated words to complete the phrase “So, you’re
telling me _______ will cure cancer?” Some of the responses were serious, some were funny,
and some were outright ridiculous; however, by modeling and directly asking for specific entrylevel engagement and releasing control of the message, a space for knowledge co-creation and
additional perspectives was opened. This post relinquished control of the message to the greatest
degree. When the numbers for slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism were calculated and
graphed, the dial (Figure 15) illustrated a shift toward activism. Yet, many potential participants
still did not respond because the degree of freedom in response was unfamiliar. So, here we see
true activism, but the response rate overall was lower than other posts. This post begins to
illuminate that the “sweet spot” for engagement may not actually be activism. Activism, or the
expression of extreme opinion or perspective whether through commenting ideas or posting
original content, rarely occurs due to the high levels of access a participant must achieve to
participate at this level. This post demonstrated that most participants did not possess strong
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opinions, comfort, or motivation to express an opinion even after removing the original
requirement of needing the functional technology skills required to create their own memes
demonstrating a less extreme level of engagement, perhaps digital citizenship, may be more
inviting.

Show your support for real breast cancer awareness and help us make more messages!

Figure 14: "Fill in the Blank" Post
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Table 7: "Fill in the Blank" Post Data

Table 8: "Fill in the Blank" Post Comparison
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Figure 15: "Fill in the Blank" Polargram

The following “Trump vs. NFL” post (Figure 16) attempted to engage participants by
forcing opinion with limited choices. By directly asking potential participants to choose between
Trump and the National Football League (NFL) as more likely to cure cancer, more response
was garnered. However shallow and silly, this post captured attention and engagement.
Leveraging aspects of humor, juxtaposition, and irony, participants felt more comfortable
responding. This type of post may be effective as a bridge to more serious topics while gaining
attention. When analyzed and graphed, the dial (Figure 17) pointed to activism; however, this is
a lighthearted entry to activism. Many participants replied with their opinion of whether choice
“A or B” would more likely cure cancer. Others replied “neither” or that this was a ridiculous
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post. Nevertheless, the post opened a space for engagement by sharing control of the message
with participants to some extent.

Which is MORE LIKELY to cure cancer?
Tell us your choice -- A or B -- as a comment!

Figure 16: “Trump vs. NFL” Post
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Table 9: "Trump vs. NFL" Post Data

Table 10: "Trump vs. NFL" Post Comparison
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Figure 17: "Trump vs. NFL" Polargram

This “Lipstick” post (Figure 18) was aimed at increasing networked digital citizenship by
directly asking participants to tag or mention by name friends they wanted to challenge.
Promoting networking is a useful participation action because it can exponentially create
momentum for a cause. Upon graphing the effect of this post (Figure 19), significant increases in
all three categories of slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism were visualized by the large
area within the triangle shape; however, it’s important to realize only a small number of
participants responded by tagging or mentioning friends even though this post received a lot of
likes and shares. This post illuminated the issues of access and literacies. The participants who
responded with likes and shares likely did not know how to tag and mention friends. Authors of
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campaigns should be careful not to take literacy levels for granted. Therefore, direct instruction
is necessary, but desired actions and calls to action must be as simple as possible and action
should be possible with one-click. Otherwise, a risk of losing attention arises. The issue here is
that instructions are difficult to communicate visually or with limited text. Modeling and
working from common understandings then become useful tactics for building literacies and
access.

Comment below saying, "I'm taking The Face Off Challenge. Will you join me?" while mentioning 5+ friends by
name whom you challenge! Why? Make up often contains toxins potentially linked to cancer and there is little
regulation. Consider the beauty products you apply daily and commit to reduce usage by at least one product.
#TheFaceOffChallenge

Figure 18: "Lipstick" Post
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Table 11: "Lipstick" Post Data

Table 12: "Lipstick" Post Comparison
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Figure 19: "Lipstick" Polargram

This “Ribbon Cutting” post (Figure 20) inviting potential participants to engage by
playing a breast cancer awareness game sought to model critical literacies and expression of new
opinions via internet memes as a genre. More information about the Ribbon Cutting game can be
found in Chapter four. When the results of this post were calculated and graphed, the dial (Figure
21) visualized a shift to digital citizenship. Specifically, participants engaged in informationoriented digital citizenship by clicking the link to play the game and seek more information. The
post did not actively request a response beyond playing the game; however, the game actively
sought to model advanced literacies aimed at increasing access. However utopian and perhaps
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unrealistic the goal here was, participants engaged by clicking the link which is a beginning step
toward digital citizenship and participation-scale methodology effectively visualized this shift.

Do you have what it takes to win the breast cancer awareness game? Play by visiting www.ribboncutting.org

Figure 20: "Ribbon Cutting" Post
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Table 13: "Ribbon Cutting" Post Data

Table 14: "Ribbon Cutting" Post Comparison
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Figure 21: "Ribbon Cutting" Polargram

This final “Giving Tuesday” post (Figure 22) was distributed on the Tuesday after
Thanksgiving, 2017, and represents the culmination of this research. This post leveraged familiar
signs such as the awareness ribbon and candles to visually (implicitly) and textually (explicitly)
direct engagement toward participatory and networked digital citizenship. Specifically, the post
asked for engagement in the form of honoring and remembering those touched by cancer. The
post leveraged familiar language and visuals on Giving Tuesday, which is a day for philanthropy
during the holiday season, making it any easy bridge from usual calls to action to digital
citizenship. The post bridged from mainstream conceptions to fostering varied forms of
participation. For example, the post did not ask for donations, but rather shifted the philanthropic
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capital to leveraging networks. Momentum was successfully created by engaging individuals in
collective digital citizenship as they personally honored and remembered loved ones. The cause
was personalized as names and photos of real people were shared, mentioned, and tagged. When
graphed with participation-scale methodology, the dial (Figure 23) visually illustrated the effect
of this post as digital citizenship; however, a shift occurred in activism as well. The post also left
enough space for disagreement. Particularly, some participants debated the language “touched by
cancer” as well as provided links to information about other approaches to curing cancer.
Overall, this post garnered quite a bit of attention and engagement in varied forms and can be
considered a success. Of particular interest is how the post did not actively seek utopian
activism, but the desired digital citizenship engagement bridged easily from mainstream
approaches; participants understood and were able to enact calls to action, engagement was
individually meaningful and motivating, and collective momentum for a cause was generated.
This post more clearly suggests a “sweet spot” for causes exists, and it may not be activism. In
fact, I assert digital citizenship is a significantly useful and productive area for causes because
this level of engagement is comfortable, inviting, personally motivating, flexible, and allows
networking generating momentum for causes.
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The Face Off Challenge is supporting American Cancer Society.

Figure 22: "Giving Tuesday" Post

Table 15: "Giving Tuesday" Post Data
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Table 16: "Giving Tuesday" Post Comparison

Figure 23: "Giving Tuesday" Polargram
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Measuring Campaigns and Phases of Campaigns as a Whole

The following brief section demonstrates how participation-scale methodology may also
be used to measure, graph, and evaluate a campaign or a specific phase of a campaign as a
whole. Here posts being evaluated are combined and then compared to the control group. Again,
the categories of slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism are calculated according to the
instructions shared earlier in this chapter. In this application, the collectivity of multiple posts is
combined. Specifically, add all slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism totals for all posts
resulting in a combined total for each category. Then, add the total engagements for all combined
posts. Divide the totals for each category (slacktivism, digital citizenship, and activism) by the
total number of engagements to end up with shares for each category. At this point, divide the
percentage for each category by the percentages for the control group, ending up with
manageable numbers to graph on the polargram. Graph the three numbers on the polargram, just
as for single posts. The resulting shape and dial will visualize shifts in engagement. Table 17 and
Figure 24 below illustrate this process to analyze the experimental phase of
#TheFaceOffChallenge as a sample.
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Table 17: Comparison of Experimental Phase of Campaign

Figure 24: Experimental Phase Polargram
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This polargram clearly visualizes a shift in the experimental phase of the campaign
toward digital citizenship and activism. The greatest change occurred in activist engagements
illustrated by the observable pointing of the dial (Figure 24). However, the shape of the
polargram as a wide triangle also depicts a significant shift in engagements toward digital
citizenship.
Next, the entire campaign is analyzed with the same participation-scale methodology
process. Here all post totals for each category are combined, totaled, and compared to the control
group. For #TheFaceOffChallenge, the control group posts were considered the initial phase of
the campaign and, therefore, were included. Campaign authors should include the control group
posts if they are considered an early phase of the campaign. If the control group data was simply
a test or obtained from earlier posts (before the campaign started) from the author’s account, then
they should not be included in measuring the totality of the campaign. Again, here the polargram
(Figure 25) displays a similar wide triangular shape pointing to shifts toward digital citizenship
and activism, with the dial pointing predominantly toward activism. Table 18 displays the
required math.
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Table 18: Entire Campaign Comparison

Figure 25: Entire Campaign Polargram
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So far, this chapter has demonstrated how to use participation-scale methodology to
measure, graph, visualize, and analyze both individual posts of campaigns as well as campaigns
and specific phases as a whole using #TheFaceOffChallenge data as a sample. Engagement
averages and shares of a control group were essentially compared to that of individual and
collective posts to visualize changes in engagement. Additionally, specific posts were described
and analyzed in detail to illuminate significant findings regarding fostering productive
engagement. The final section of this chapter will outline these findings and situate them within a
final discussion of visual communication, semiotics, and electracy (electronic participatory
literacy) in order to arrive at a fuller understanding of how campaign authors and digital citizens
may democratically co-construct knowledge and solutions for causes in the electronic era. The
role of the university and pedagogy is also considered.

Visual Communication, Recommendations, and Final Thoughts

This dissertation concludes by returning to a discussion of the awareness ribbon as a
potential model of philanthropic visual communication that may inspire democratic digital
citizenship. The following discussion is my attempt to answer the question posed by my
professor at the beginning of my study of this topic—how can philanthropic campaigns be
improved as they are brought online? While the awareness ribbon has room for improvement, it
can be understood as possessing qualities conducive to elevating it to the epitome of electronic
philanthropic communication: It serves as an efficient visual semiotic symbol retaining its core
signs and message, but fosters engagement through opportunities for personalization, recontextualization, knowledge co-construction, and sharing. The early chapters of this dissertation
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unpacked the meaning of the ribbon, exposed criticisms, and unraveled its capacities to serve as
a text, viral, meme, and genre. #TheFaceOffChallenge experimented with moving philanthropy
online in supplemental capacities while inspiring the development of new conceptions and
measurements of participation and engagement. The final discussion in this dissertation
concludes this work with a more elaborate discussion on visual electronic communication and
semiotics to complete the explanation of how efficient and inviting visual texts such as the
awareness ribbon can be best repurposed in digital environments. Such repurposing may better
engage digital citizens democratically in the knowledge diversification that will foster the
additional approaches needed to uncover solutions to social issues. This dissertation
subsequently culminates in final recommendations for campaign authors because they possess
the unique opportunity to architect democratic digital campaigns that foster participation,
engagement, literacies, and access.
Considering the pink ribbon simulation(s) and simulacra (Chapter two) as an example, it
becomes apparent how the juxtaposition and montage of signs such as candles in memory, war
tropes, the color pink, survivorship, etc. suggest meaning, but also leave gaps, however small, for
a reader to participate in interpreting and co-constructing meaning. The point here being that
democratic digital citizenship, then, is essentially fostered when an author releases some control
of the message by communicating increasingly abstractly and visually. The spaces between the
signs for affective interpretation are what allow the possibility for a shift from consumption of
prescribed ideas to development and expression of new ideas—in other words, participation and
engagement. So, the issue of concern becomes sharing control of the message and its
interpretation with participants. The spectrum of engagement and participation-scale
methodology are essentially tools for helping authors consider how to comfortably share control
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of collective knowledge co-construction with participants. Engagement can then be
conceptualized as sharing participation in the creation of meaning, ideas, or content.
A cumulative literacy of electracy (Ulmer, 2003), electronic literacy, helps provide
understanding of the usefulness of visual communication for campaigns in terms of leaving
intentional gaps for participation. Ulmer’s electracy is an evolved form of literacy responding to
the need to decode the systems of signs in our increasingly simulated world. Semiotics forms the
basis of his work, so visual signs are of utmost importance in electracy. Ulmer was concerned
with extracting meaning from the signs through electracy. He asserted electracy requires a new
form of thinking: conduction. Conduction is the process through which electrate people
communicate and receive messages. He demonstrated how arts-inspired tactics such as
juxtaposition, montage, jokes, paradoxical images, allegory, and metaphor form the implicit code
in electrate semiotic communication systems. Ultimately, Ulmer asserted a move toward
electracy will foster synecritism, or rather a visually-based global internet culture that
communicates across languages and cultures via cyberpidgin, a hybrid textual-visual internet
language. Campaign authors can foster democratic digital citizenship by mastering electracy
themselves, modeling it, and explicitly requesting it in the form of participation and engagement.
This dissertation, then, serves as an explicit call to action for applied professionals
working in non-profit or for-profit organizations in digital philanthropic endeavors. The
scholarly approach this dissertation has taken toward social media participation and engagement
hopefully broadens the base of knowledge and tools available to applied professionals working
in these evolving roles. While this information certainly adds to scholarship about these
continually developing topics, applied professionals are uniquely positioned to apply these tools
and findings for a variety of causes and issues that need to be addressed to increase social justice
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on a variety of fronts. By better engaging digital citizens democratically, new knowledge and
solutions can take shape. Indeed, applied professionals possess a unique capacity to inspire and
lead digital citizenship efforts.
Scholars have tended to debate and define the effect of digital campaigns as a binary,
advocating solely for utopian ideals. For now, the conceptualization of the netizen remains a
work in progress affected by factors such as algorithmic environments, positions of control,
consumption, access, and literacies. In essence, engagement and participation are dynamic and
graduated, featuring an undulating tension between consumption and creation. Returning to the
spectrum of engagement as a tool, applied professionals can better understand, pinpoint, and
attend to levels of content consumption and creation in subsequent calls to action, which perform
best when they explicitly ask for and direct response. Participation-scale methodology, then,
serves as a tool for recursive measurement of campaign posts and participant response.
This dissertation ultimately explicated the current tension between consumption and
creation of ideas digital citizenship possibilities face. By drawing attention to graduations in
participant actions and their effect (individual and collective) and opportunities to push and pull
on the tension between consumption and creation of ideas, causes can better foster grassroots
participation online resulting in knowledge co-construction, momentum, and critical mass for
messages and change. Because impact is relative and can occur at any of these graduations,
engagement and participation need not fulfil the utopian outward-oriented ideal of digital
activism to affect change. And, the work of this dissertation illustrated how even seemingly
trivial self-oriented engagement such as posting selfies is worthwhile. In fact, organizations may
actually prefer to capitalize on these highly motivating less utopian “sweet spots” of participation
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to engage digital citizens as an army of authors sharing, personalizing, and supplementing their
message.
The experimental posts of #TheFaceOffChallenge illuminated important findings
regarding eliciting productive digital citizenship for causes and, therefore, informed these final
recommendations for authors of digital philanthropic campaigns:
1. Limit text and leverage familiar visual signs, symbols, and metaphors.
Communication in digital environments must be primarily visual; visual
communication leaves spaces for participation and engagement and is efficient
when communicating in limited characters and attempting to capture short
attention spans.
2. Offer one-click opportunities for personalization, re-contextualization, knowledge
co-creation, and sharing.
3. Straddle mainstream beliefs and new ideas.
4. Create partnership and linking opportunities for cross promotion by allowing
organizations to personalize or re-contextualize your message to their message
and audience.
5. Be explicit with calls to action. Tell and show digital citizens exactly what to do.
6. Inspire varied levels of information-, self-, and others-oriented engagement aimed
at amplification in networks.
7. Give options for various levels of access and literacies.
8. Situate and analyze calls to action and desired response on the spectrum of
engagement.
9. Utilize participation-scale methodology to measure and analyze engagement.
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10. Alter calls to action and repeat recursively.
These recommendations were informed by properties of visual communication, semiotics, and
electracy, which appeared to resonate well with digital audiences.
In regard to authoring digital philanthropic campaigns aimed at democratic digital
citizenship conducive to building knowledge and momentum for social change, the visual
emerged as a very useful mode of communication. In particular, this dissertation has studied the
awareness ribbon as a text, viral, meme, and genre for causes. A tension between consumption
and creation was explicated, and a methodology for measuring participation was offered. Topics
such as positions of authority and power, working in algorithmic environments, levels of access,
and literacies were unpacked. Finally, visual communication, semiotics, and electracy ultimately
provided a framework for better understanding democratic control of the signs in communication
about causes, the role of the author and reader (participant), and tensions between consumption,
interpreting meaning, and creation of content sharing new knowledge or perspectives.
#TheFaceOffChallenge represented a typical small to medium-sized philanthropic
campaign aimed at engaging regular users of social media to create momentum, build
knowledge, and diversify perspectives for a cause. In the past, measuring effect and value in
similar campaigns was difficult and tended to become buried in the slacktivism/activism binary.
Additionally, appropriate methodologies to analyze campaigns like #TheFaceOffChallenge were
lacking. This research project has led to the development of two useful tools for applied
professionals and scholars interested in social media rhetorics, access, and participation: a
broadened spectrum of engagement and participation-scale methodology. My hope is that these
deliverables will contribute to an increase in knowledge, access, democracy, and success in
digital philanthropy, social movements, activism, social justice, and change.
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Of course, much is still left uncovered, and I invite scholars as well as applied
professionals to apply and further my work. Areas for future research have been touched on
throughout this dissertation and include better understanding algorithmic environments (see
Chapter five), deep access in social media and digital citizenship (see Chapter five), various
reactions such as broadened emojis from simple likes (see Chapter six), remix in the context of
causes and serious social issues (see Chapter three), and understanding “sweet spots” for digital
rhetors (see Chapter seven). Additional case studies testing and repurposing this methodology in
various contexts are needed to further develop it and overcome limitations. Limitations may be
its appropriateness for various size campaigns, the finite slices in the spectrum of engagement,
and the fact that digital citizens will continue to gain more access, literacies, and capacity to
become utopian netizens. This research and these deliverables are best suited for the here and
now and will likely require rethinking as netizens claim their evolving role in digital citizenship.
Additionally, I feel compelled to make recommendations regarding the role of the
university in fostering digital citizenship literacies. First, composition courses are poised to
include digital citizenship-oriented writing assignments in social media. Recommendations are to
offer projects and assignments directed at learning and practicing how to engage as effective
digital citizens creating impact for the citizenship issues that matter to each individual student
personally. Students should receive the opportunity to write multimodally, leveraging hybrid
forms of communication—textual, visual, video, etc.—in social media platforms, both
responding to existing campaigns and authoring a small campaign of their own aimed at
engaging others. Second, I recommend that universities consider creating digital citizenship
centers that bring knowledge about digital citizenship from inside the walls of the university to
the public. A center could supply information, resources, and workshops for applied
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professionals authoring digital cause-based campaigns, composition teachers (all levels), and the
public in general. A center could be as simple as a website with a blog and videos or social
media accounts relaying information in digestible snippets at first. Last, as mentioned earlier,
applied professionals, those working in non-profits or in for-profit organizations engaged in
cause-based marketing or corporate social responsibility campaigns, possess a significant
opportunity to model, scaffold, and request digital citizenship from the general public through
the careful architecture of their campaigns. However, these professionals don’t have access to
emerging scholarly information and are typically left to experimentation (trial and error) in
bringing their campaigns to social media. A university center could help tremendously in
connecting applied professionals to developing scholarly information. At the same time, working
with the community affords the university and scholars the opportunity to test and refine new
theories and methodologies such as those described in this dissertation in real case studies that
help the community. A center would also position the university in the community as a partner
connecting with community organizations, alumni, and potential donors. A center would
ultimately serve as a three-pillar hub bringing all concerned parties together to hone electracy
skills in order to nurture digital citizenship collectively.
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Figure 26: Three Pillars of a Digital Citizenship Center

In closing, visual communication, semiotics, and electracy ultimately emerged as factors
informing democratic digital citizenship for both campaign authors and digital citizens alike.
Application of the new knowledge and the related tools offered in this dissertation is intended for
use by both scholars and applied professionals to better understand and foster democratic digital
citizenship. It is my belief that democratic digital citizenship, conceptualized as participation,
engagement, and sharing the control of content and knowledge co-construction, is the key to
generating crowdsourced social justice and change.
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Control Group
Breast cancer as a health crisis is unavoidably
gendered because the disease most often affects
women. However, the cause has overcompensated for
breast cancer’s threat to femininity as its treatment
often causes loss of breast tissue, hair, and other
symbols representing ideals of femininity. Further, an
abundance of pink ribbon beauty products have
become associated and available for purchase to help
women adhere to one mainstream ideal of beauty.
#TheFaceOffChallenge is a social media campaign
that challenges you to evaluate and reduce the number
of beauty products you use daily. To get started take a
photo of yourself wearing little to no or reduced
makeup. Add a peach overlay and upload it as your
profile picture on social media during October. You
may also use the woman line drawing with peach
overlay available in photos on this page as your
profile picture.
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The marketing of pink ribbon beauty products
encourages women to apply a magnitude of products
and seldom understood substances to their bodies for
a good cause. Sixty percent of what you apply to your
skin is absorbed directly into the bloodstream. Babies
and children absorb 50-60% more than adults.
#TheFaceOffChallenge is a social media campaign
that challenges you to evaluate and reduce the number
of beauty products you use daily. To get started, take
a photo of yourself wearing little to no or reduced
makeup. Add a peach overlay and upload it as your
profile picture on social media during October.
Challenge your friends and family to participate too.
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Some ingredients found in beauty and personal care
products contain substances discovered as linked to
health issues such as cancer. Health issues linked to
toxic chemicals in the body include: skin allergies;
learning disabilities; infertility; birth defects;
reproductive problems; cancer; brain, liver, and
kidney abnormalities; respiratory irritation; hormone
disruption; and more. After you upload a peach
overlay to your profile picture on social media and
share this with your friends, look for product labels
with shorter lists of components and real
recognizable substances such as aloe rather than
substances with long unrecognizable chemical
names. Apps such as Think Dirty and Living Clean
are good resources for deciphering labels.
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Pinkwashing is a term describing when a company’s
mission, practices, or products are incongruent with
its engagement in cause-based marketing. For
example, when a company markets a pink ribbon
product, but its production or use threatens health,
the organization is engaging in pinkwashing. Breast
Cancer Action and Think Before You Pink are good
resources highlighting pinkwasher companies and
products. After you upload a peach overlay to your
profile picture on social media and share this with
your friends, choose not to support pinkwashers and
buy less, only those products made by healthy
practices.
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The last time the United States government updated
cosmetics laws was in 1938. 1300+ ingredients in
United States beauty products have been banned in
other countries such as the European Union. Only
30 ingredients are prohibited or restricted by the
United States Food and Drug Administration. After
you upload a peach overlay to your profile picture
on social media and share this with your friends,
watch The Story of Cosmetics, co-created by
Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, for more
information. https://youtu.be/pfq000AF1i8
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A directed role of individual volunteer
generating breast cancer awareness has been
established over collective breast cancer
activism. A directed volunteer carries out actions
and directions determined by organizations,
rather than voicing alternative opinions. No
single perspective is wrong, but multiple
perspectives and directions are needed to impact
the breast cancer health crisis. Participating in
#TheFaceOffChallenge is a way to participate in
Breast Cancer Awareness Month that exposes
you and your friends to alternative views and
approaches so you can decide for yourself how
to help. We want to know what you think too
and encourage you to create and share your own
messages using the meme generator accessible at
this website:
https://imgflip.com/memegenerator/113489350/TheFaceOffChallenge
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Volunteers are positioned predominantly as
fundraisers because currently money is the
currency of power. Fundraising converts an
individual’s philanthropic energy into a neutral
entity that can be controlled and leveraged by
conglomerates of power to approach breast cancer
from their perspective. #TheFaceOffChallenge
offers a cost-free and time sensitive way for people
to make an impact from home, shifting the
currency of power from money to social networks.
After you upload a peach overlay to your profile
picture on social media and share this with your
friends, play the Ribbon Cutting game, to
experience new ways to think about the breast
cancer cause. No fundraising needed!
www.ribboncutting.org
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Pink ribbon culture is celebratory with the pinnacle
of celebration being breast cancer survivorship. This
celebration serves as acknowledgement that the
directed role of volunteer fundraiser is effective and
worthwhile. Activism, on the other hand, doesn’t
involve celebration; activism actively challenges
perspectives and the status quo to incite change.
Additionally, celebration is problematic because it
promotes the ideals of extreme positivity, optimism,
hope, and feminine beauty that many patients find
difficult to live up to and even resent during difficult
treatments when what they really need is tangible
understanding, love, kindness, and support. Consider
visiting or sending a breast cancer patient in your
local hospital a personal note or flowers.
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The breast cancer cause has been co-opted by
corporations. From the establishment of Breast
Cancer Awareness Month during the mid 1980s
by a pharmaceutical company, to the myriad of
companies that offer pink ribbon products and
engage in cause-based marketing each year, a
health crisis has been corporatized and your role
is to serve as a consumer. Additionally, corporate
marketing serves to amplify a single dominant
approach to solving the breast cancer health
crisis. Visit Breast Cancer Action and play the
Ribbon Cutting game to reconsider how you
want to engage in Breast Cancer Awareness
Month this year. www.RibbonCutting.org
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The funds generated by pink ribbon philanthropy at
best are dedicated to research, at worst to organization
administration and event costs or corporate profits.
Cause-based marketing donations are often minimal
when you read the fine print or worse you may
discover pink ribbon products are produced by
pinkwashers. Even funding research can be
problematic when you realize that most research
strictly adheres to a single approach of scientific,
technological, and pharmaceutical promise. Discovery
of a magic pill to cure cancer should be one of many
approaches. However, this approach dominates others
that are also worthwhile such as seeking to understand
environmental causes of cancer and better
understanding the substances we apply to our bodies.
Read the fine print to understand what the money
raised from events and the sale of pink ribbon
products funds. Strive to support a variety of diverse
approaches including proactive (cause-based) and reactive (cure-based) research programs as well as programs with
minimal administration costs and reasonable profits.
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Mammograms and early detection are a significantly
worthwhile approach to breast cancer survivorship.
Mammograms are aimed at diagnosing breast cancer
in early stages, so it may be treated and removed
from the body. However, it is important to
understand that mammograms and early detection are
a reactionary approach, which should be paired with
proactive approaches to realize the greatest impact in
alleviating breast cancer as a health crisis. Proactive
approaches seek to understand what causes cancer in
order to avoid cancer diagnosis altogether.
Additionally, mammograms expose bodies to small
amounts of radiation, which hopefully in the future
could be reserved only for cases with impending
diagnosis, not prevention for the entire population.
Get your annual mammogram, but also participate in
#TheFaceOffChallenge as a complementary
proactive approach.
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Another way women are positioned as consumers in
the breast cancer issue is as health consumers.
Suggested mammograms, treatments, and
pharmaceuticals, as well as physician visits are
commodities, which women are encouraged to obtain
regularly. Continue to seek medical attention, but
attempt to think about the breast cancer health crisis
beyond individual health consumerism. Participating
in #TheFaceOffChallenge is an easy and
complementary approach that bridges into collective
activism.
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Pink ribbon culture involves two directed citizen
roles: a collective role of volunteer fundraiser and
an individual role aimed at early detection. A fear of
breast cancer influences women to monitor their
individual bodies for breast cancer. This approach
may increase an individual woman’s chances for
early detection and survivorship. However, it does
little on a citizenship basis to eradicate breast cancer
as a health crisis. The role of volunteer fundraiser
pushes more into the realm of collective citizen
impact. However, after three decades since the
current evolution of the breast cancer movement
began with the advent of Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, it’s time for a new collective citizenship role
such as #TheFaceOffChallenge, which utilizes
internet memes on social media as a genre for digital
activism and citizenship. Participate in
#TheFaceOffChallenge, challenge your friends to
join you, share our messages, and finally, create your own with the meme generator.
https://imgflip.com/memegenerator/113489350/TheFaceOffChallenge
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Because of the focus on consumerism and money as
the currency of power in pink ribbon culture –
citizens are directed into roles as a volunteer
fundraiser, health consumer, and consumer of pink
ribbon products – the breast cancer issue has become
classed. Only the economically able and adequately
insured can participate according to these roles,
leaving many citizens’ philanthropic potential
untapped. #TheFaceOffChallenge is a more inclusive
approach because it doesn’t require money to
participate. Invite friends or acquaintances who may
have been left out of pink ribbon culture previously to
join in #TheFaceOffChallenge.
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A recent trend during Breast Cancer Awareness
Month is for cities across the globe to illuminate
landmarks in pink. Pink landmarks such as the
London Eye in England, the Eiffel Tower in France,
the Taj Mahal Palace and Tower in India, even Tokyo
Tower in Japan symbolize a seemingly innocent
adoption of the United States approach to breast
cancer in other cultures, which may or may not have
approached health in the same way. The concern is
this action represents a reduction in approaches to
solving the breast cancer health crisis. Additionally,
politicians leverage the breast cancer cause to earn
votes and support for other political agendas in the US
and abroad. Strive to promote a variety of
perspectives and approaches about how to ease the
breast cancer health crisis. Sharing the messages of
#TheFaceOffChallengeis inclusive of a multitude of
views. Participants are also greatly encouraged to author and share new messages. Use the meme generator to create
your own messages! https://imgflip.com/memegenerator/113489350/TheFaceOffChallenge
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Experimental Group
Visit Campaign for Safe Cosmetics and Breast Cancer Action for information about why to do this.
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Show your support for real breast cancer awareness and help us make more messages!
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Post your suggestion in the comments!😀
We'll make a meme out of your idea.
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Which is MORE LIKELY to cure cancer?
Tell us your choice -- A or B -- as a comment!
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Most lipsticks contain about 33 toxins potentially linked to cancer. Take The Face Off Challenge for REAL breast
cancer awareness! Consider the beauty products you apply daily and commit to reduce usage by at least one product.
Then comment below saying, "I'm taking #TheFaceOffChallenge. Will you join me?" while mentioning 5+ friends
by name whom you challenge!
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Comment below saying, "I'm taking The Face Off Challenge. Will you join me?" while mentioning 5+ friends by
name whom you challenge! Why? Make up often contains toxins potentially linked to cancer and there is little
regulation. Consider the beauty products you apply daily and commit to reduce usage by at least one product.
#TheFaceOffChallenge
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Do you have what it takes to win the breast cancer awareness game? Play by visiting www.ribboncutting.org
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Share a Halloween selfie and challenge your friends to show your support for REAL health awareness!
(presented as a video)
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Men's personal care products contain toxins potentially linked to cancer and there is little regulation. Men should
also consider the products they apply daily and commit to reduce usage by at least one product.

169

The Face Off Challenge is supporting American Cancer Society.
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